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Afive-year ammunition
shortage – a result of
fears over anti-gun
laws in the USA

– looks to be more or less over,
although the most widely used
bullet remains in short supply.

Demand for ammunition has
soared in the USA in recent
years, firstly when Barack Obama
became president in 2009 and
then after the Sandy Hook
Elementary School shooting in
December 2012. Gun owners
feared a raft of legislation
on them each time so began
stockpiling ammo and buying
more guns. • Continued on page 6

!e airsoft market
is growing. Make
sure you get your
share... p26

We visit the Czech
Republic to see
what opportunities
are available. p40

Ammunition manufacturers
say they ramped up production in
recent years.

Tim Brandt of ATK Sporting
Group, which owns ammunition
brands Federal Premium and
CCI, said: “We continue to work
24 hours a day and seven days a
week to meet consumer demand.
We’ve added capacity again this
year and continue to look for
ways to deliver more ammunition
to our customers.”

Meanwhile, Remington has
invested about $32 million to
build an ammunition production

An end to the
ammo shortage?

Mike Bazinet, director of
public a"airs at US gun trade
body the National Shooting
Sports Foundation, admitted:
“!ere is no question that
concerns about additional
legislation increased demand.
People started buying up
ammunition in bulk and that just
perpetuated the shortage.

“It’s a slow process, and it
varies from region to region.
Supply and demand are coming
back into balance, slowly.”

And he revealed that just
one type of ammunition – the
.22 LR-calibre bullet – remains
hard to come by, adding: “!at’s

easing, although supply is still
tight in many places.”

In some areas Gander
Mountain has been limiting
customers to about 1,000 .22
bullets in one purchase, while
Walmart and Dick’s Sporting
Goods stores have been telling
customers that they can buy no
more than three boxes of the
ammunition per day.

Approximately four billion .22
LR bullets are produced every
year, for everything from target
practice and instruction to small-
game hunting – a significant
increase on years gone by to meet
demand.

www.guntradeworld.comFEBRUARY 2015
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Where do our
sympathies lie?
Firstly, let me say at the

outset that I have nothing
but the deepest sense

of sadness every time I hear
anything about the awful events
in December 2012 at Sandy
Hook Elementary School in
Newtown, USA.

I cannot imagine the pain that 
the families of the children and 
adults who died that day at the
hands of Adam Lanza have gone
through every day since then
and they still have my heartfelt
sympathy.

But laying the blame for
these senseless deaths at the 
door of the gun manufacturer 
Bushmaster, whose AR-15 was
used in the tragedy, is surely a
step too far.

As if that wasn’t enough, the
lawsuit filed by nine families also
names the distributor, Camfour,
and the seller, Riverview
Gun Sales (now defunct as I
understand it).
!e families argue that the

gun should not have been 
available on the general market 
and that they should have known 

‘mentally unstable individuals
and criminals’ would access and
use such guns.

A worrying principle indeed,
especially when you consider that
the purchaser of the gun was not
even the perpetrator of the crime
but his mother, who he killed
before heading to the school.

But judges in other gun cases 
have thrown them out on a
simple tenet – the problem is 
not with the gun but the person
holding it.

Indeed, the Protection Of
Lawful Commerce In Arms Act
in 2005, backed by the National
Rifle Association and signed
by then-President George W
Bush, sought to head o" such
claims at the pass by shielding
manufacturers from such
litigation.
!e Sandy Hook families’

lawyers believe that they can
circumvent this by using an
exception based on “negligent
entrustment”; in other words,
supplying a dangerous product
to a third party who harms
someone.

I am no legal bo#n but it
is not clear to me how the 
manufacturer, distributor and
even the retailer of an item can
be held responsible for selling 
it to a qualified individual if it
is the latter who fails to keep it
secure from someone else.
!e claim that the victims’

deaths were preventable
by the three companies in
the supply chain is a gross 
oversimplification of the facts.

With hundreds of millions
of firearms held privately across
the USA – let alone the billions 
worldwide – realistically, how
‘preventable’ is it to ensure that
no-one with a mental illness or a 
desire to kill someone gets hold 
of one of these guns?

Should this case ultimately
succeed, that really could open
up a can of worms that would
have everyone – gunmakers,
distributors, retailers, shooters
and even those taking anti-gun
stance – running for the hills.

John Hunter
Editor in chief
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Sean O’Driscoll Publisher
E: sean@dhpub.co.uk

Sean really is the driving force 
behind DHP’s trade division. 
Having been in the gun trade 
for more than 20 years, he 
understands how it all works!

John Hunter Editor in chief
E: john@dhpub.co.uk

John has more than 18 years’ 
experience of the shooting 
and !shing trade and is a
regular visitor to international 
events. He co-ordinates the
magazine.

Rob Smith Deputy editor
E: rob.smith@dhpub.co.uk

Rob’s been helping companies
grow internationally for over 
!ve years as deputy editor of
Tackle Trade World. He has a
strong grasp of international 
business.

Bart Manganiello US sales
E: bartalm@optonline.net

Bart has been selling on 
trade magazines for all of his 
working life and has helped 
more companies grow their 
business than anyone else we 
can think of!

Mark Peacock RoW sales
E: mark.peacock@dhpub.co.uk

Mark has spent many years in
B2B marketing and has a long 
history of helping companies
build brands.

www.lothar-walther.de

Your choice:
caliber, twist, contour, thread, 
 chamber, muzzle, …

GUN BARRELS
AND MORE
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Ammunition shortage at an end?
• Continued from page 3

plant in Arkansas that opened
last year.
Mr Bazinet feels that high

demand for guns and ammunition
dates back almost a decade, after a
Supreme Court a!rmed the right
to keep guns in the home.
Surveys in recent years have

also shown that shooting has
become more popular as a hobby,
with retailers reporting that up
to a quarter of their customers
buying guns are first-time owners.
“Ranges have become more

friendly."ey’re becoming more
of a destination.People go to
ranges and share their experiences
with friends on social media,”Mr
Bazinet added.
Ammunition hoarding has

also taken its toll,with some
gun owners concerned that

the Government wants to limit
Second Amendment rights.
Keith Savage,manager of

retailer Braverman Arms in
Pennsylvania, told local news
organisations: “Manufacturers
are producing more ammunition
than they ever did but people are
stockpiling more than they ever
did, too. If people see ammunition
on the shelves, they buy it even if
they don’t need it.”
He has eased per-person

purchasing restrictions to three
or four boxes of ammunition at a
time, up from two boxes over the
summer.
Erik Lowry, owner of

PittsburghTactical Firearms, lifted
restrictions when his back orders
arrived.
He had been forced to be strict

when a customer bought his entire
stock and tried to sell it at shows

for a vastly inflated price.
“I probably have more ammo

now than I’ve had in the past
three years, probably 20,000
rounds on the shelves and 50,000
in storage.”
Manufacturers and sellers

have also dismissed claims that
the government, in an attempt
to deplete the market, hoarded
ammunition that it didn’t need.

"e Government
Accountability O!ce investigated
when the Department of
Homeland Security sought bids
for up to 1.6 billion rounds of
ammunition.
But a report last year revealed

that Homeland Security’s
ammunition buying has dropped
every year since 2009.
Instead, ammunition-hoarding

problems have been laid firmly at
the door of fearful gun owners.

Politicians
rally for
European
hunting
Hunting, biodiversity and
the countryside are still on
the agenda for the European
Parliament as a special group
focusing on the subject has
been re-formed.
Members agreed that the

so-called Hunting Intergroup
will carry on work for the
duration of the next session
through until 2019, ensuring
the sport has an important
part to play in Continental
considerations.
Group member and

MEP Renata Briano said:
“"is vote sends a strong
signal that MEPs consider
hunters and the countryside
an important voice to tune
into and that hunters and
land managers are key
stakeholders in the debate
on biodiversity."is is,
indeed,THE biodiversity
intergroup.”
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Firearms giant Smith &
Wesson has signed a

de!nitive agreement to acquire
Battenfeld Technologies, Inc, the
US-based provider of hunting
and shooting accessories.

"e acquisition, which is
expected to boost Smith &
Wesson’s gross margins, earnings
per share, and cash generated in
2016, was set to be completed by
the time GTWwent to print.

"e acquisition is understood
to be costing Smith &Wesson
around $130.5 million in cash,
subject to certain adjustments.
Based in a 145,000 sq ft

facility in Missouri, Battenfeld
Technologies develops and sells
shooting, reloading, gunsmithing
and gun-cleaning supplies under
several popular, premium brands,
including Caldwell Shooting
Supplies,Wheeler Engineering,
Tipton gun-cleaning supplies
and Lockdown vault accessories.
Battenfeld maintains a

product-development team
with an established track record
of launching high-quality,
innovative products across its
brand portfolio.

"e !rm was founded 22 years
ago and since 2006 has generated
a largely organic compound

annual revenue growth rate in
excess of 18 per cent, fuelled
by sales of newly developed
products.
In addition, it has also

expanded by successfully
acquiring small, speciality,
hunting-related accessories
companies, such as BOG-POD
and GoldenRod.
Smith &Wesson president

and CEO James Debney said:
“Battenfeld Technologies
provides us with a unique
opportunity to acquire a thriving
company that !ts perfectly within
our core !rearms business.
“It also allows us to move

more strongly into the hunting
vertical as well as establish a
strong platform for growth in
our existing !rearm-accessories
business, which has been a small
but highly pro!table part of our
company.
“Most of the growth of

Battenfeld Technologies has
occurred organically, which is a
testament to the robust product
development capability that
Jim Gianladis, the CEO of
Battenfeld Technologies, and his
team have established.
“Our intention is that,

eventually, all existing Smith &

Wesson,M&P, and "ompson/
Center Arms accessories will be
housed within this new division.
“As we continue to expand

further into the hunting category,
we expect that our accessories
businesses will bene!t from
Battenfeld Technologies’ sourcing
and distribution e#ciencies and
established expertise in new
product development.”
Jim, who joined Battenfeld in

2007, will serve as the president
of Battenfeld Technologies and
will report directly to James,
while the existing management
team and workforce, as well as its
base of operations, will continue
in Missouri.
Jim added: “We have built a

robust hunting and accessories
business based upon our
premium product quality and
innovation.
“We believe that makes us a

perfect !t for Smith &Wesson,
a legendary company with
an iconic brand, world-class
products and broad markets that
span consumer, law-enforcement
and international channels.
“Together, we have the

opportunity to further expand
our business and achieve a new
level of success.”

www.guntradeworld.com
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Battenfeld
buyout from
Smith &Wesson

Battenfeld Technologies owns several premium brands, covering hunting rests, targets, reloading, gunsmithing and gun-cleaning supplies.

TLS moves
forward in
China
TLSTrading HK, a supplier
of an extensive hunting
accessories range, attended
the Canton Fair 2014 with
the aim of taking hunting
accessories to China and
expanding its customer base.
After !ve days of

networking, the company has
deemed the event a success,
with interest from many
potential customers.
In particular, the JetBeam

torches,Max-Lume
Revolution lights, safes,
ammunition boxes and gun
bags/cases were hits among
the international sporting
industry.
Following the fair, team

members travelled to the north
of China for hunting trips
in two locations. Pheasant
hunting became a simpler task
with the use of TLS products
such as camou$age clothing.
A hunting company based

in China supplied the !rearms
and ammunition used on
the trip. After a successful
hunting trip,TLS is pleased to
experience !rst-hand and to
be a part of the hunting and
shooting inroads being made
in China.
Moving forward,TLS is

hoping to work closely with
new distributors to provide the
best hunting products available
and to market these products
to hunters and shooters
around the globe.
TLS Trading HK
W: www.tlstradinghk.com

The 2014 Canton Fair was a success
for TLS Trading.
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Firearms-accessory
manufacturer Magpul

Industries has become the latest
shooting firm to move states
because of restrictive gun laws.

O!cials at Magpul Industries
have unveiled its new facilities
in Texas and Wyoming, making
good on a vow to leave Colorado
in response to the state’s sweeping
gun-control legislation.

It has finalised a contract on its
corporate headquarters in Austin,
Texas, although it had been using
a temporary facility in that state
since March.

Meanwhile, a 50,000 sq ft
addition to its 185,000 sq ft
manufacturing and distribution
centre has opened in Cheyenne,
Wyoming.

However, Magpul says it
will retain a small presence in

www.guntradeworld.com
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Firm ups the ante for subsonic ammo
SilencerCo, an industry leader
in firearm suppression products
and technology, has unveiled its
line of Harvester subsonic 300
BLK high-performance
ammunition, designed for
optimal performance in

silencer-equipped firearms.
"e ammunition is claimed to

give shooters exceptional accuracy
and enhanced noise reduction

without sacrificing the
terminal performance

that hunters and
marksmen

expect.

Magpul Industries has relocated due to
Colorado’s sweeping gun-control legislation.

Magpul moves
over anti-gun laws

to completing the final phases of
this transition without disruption
to our customers and business
partners.”

"e firm was the largest
and most prestigious fi rearms
company to leave Colorado after
Democratic Governor John
Hickenlooper signed three gun-
control bills in March 2013.

Magpul took with it an 
estimated 200 direct jobs and 
400 supply-chain jobs and 
contributed around $85 million
annually to Colorado’s economy.

Announcing the plan at
the start of 2014, Magpul 
CEO Richard Fitzpatrick
said that Texas and Wyoming
were selected based on factors
that included support for 
“individual liberties and personal
responsibility.”

Colorado with an administrative
and regional support o!ces to
help its relocation plans and serve
as a regional support o!ce.

Magpul’s director of product
management and marketing,
Duane Liptak, said: “"ese new
facilities in Texas and Wyoming
immediately enhance and
expand the company’s business
operations.

“Magpul remains committed

Silencer-optimised Harvester
subsonic 300 BLK rounds enable
groups in the sub-MOA (Minute
of Angle) range, or less than one
inch per 100 yards of distance to
target."e ammo combines this
accuracy with the stopping power
of a 220-grain projectile, plus
unrivalled sound suppression.

SilencerCo CEO Joshua
Waldron said: “We are customers
first – hunters and shooters. We
were underwhelmed by the quality

of subsonic ammo on the market.
“Customers shouldn’t have

to accept a trade-o# between
accuracy and sound reduction,
so we designed the Harvester
ammo line to provide sub-MOA
accuracy in the quietest subsonic
300 BLK ammunition on the
market.”

SilencerCo
W: www.SilencerCo.com/ammo

Turnbull
invites
website
visitors
Firearm restoration and
manufacturing fi rm Turnbull
is inviting visitors to explore
its updated website, featuring
improved navigation and
functionality.

USA-based Turnbull
is a recognised name in 
firearm restoration, metal
finishes and modern firearm
manufacturing and is 
dedicated to the faithful 
and accurate restoration and 
custom upgrades on vintage
rifles, shotguns and handguns.

In addition to information
on products and services,
the new website includes a 
‘Before and After’ gallery,
big-game gallery and 
online inventory of firearms
available for sale, including
Turnbull manufactured and
built rifles and pistols, and
vintage fi rearms restored by
Turnbull Restorations &
Manufacturing Co.

Entering its third decade,
the firm has maintained
a strong commitment to
building firearms the way
they used to be built.

Turnbull
W: www.turnbullmfg.com
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SCHMEISSER AR15 are developed for miltary and police special units to
match and exceed the hardest MILSPEC. 30% stronger than most AR15s,
but still compatible with all AR15 acessoires.
"For SCHMEISSER only" – German made high grade match barrels for
extended lifetime and maximum precision.
Feel the difference of space age tolerances, perfect finishes and materials
of the highest quality like 7075-T6 alloy and forged steel.
See the difference of hard anodized coating and perfect laser engraving.
Ambidextrous cheek rest included on S4/M4/M5 Models.

•All F (free floating) models are equipped
with state of the art BUIS- Flip up sights.

• SCHMEISSER AR15 – the final evolution
of the timeless AR-15 rifle.

SCHMEISSER AR15 – made in Germany – it IS the difference!

Waffen Schumacher GmbH
Adolf-Dembach-Straße 4 • 47829 Krefeld/Germany
Tel. +49 2151 - 45777-0 • Fax +49 2151 - 45777-45

www.waffenschumacher.com

All SCHMEISSER guns come wit
h

a crisp two-stage trigger for

perfect shots in any situation!

SCHMEISSER

All SCHMEISSER guns with M4

telescopic stock are equipped

with a cheek rest.
A "must have" for ergonomic

handling and fast shooting!

10 shots at 100m

SCHMEISSER AR15 availabe in all variations:
from Military style to varmint rifles, with standard contour or bull
barrel design, barrel lengths from 10,5"-24", fixed or telscopic stocks.
There's an AR15 for every taste!

We are always searching
new dealers/distributors

worldwide!
We offer:
! 25 years of international experience.

With all import/export permissions available,
even for military contracts.

! Sales only to dealers – because we are not
your competitor, we are your partner!

! new manufactured, civilian legal, versions of:
AR15/AK47/M14/G3/MP5/VZ58 rifles
Cal.12 Saiga/ Molot shotguns and others

! FALKE-GERMANY optics and red-dots
! tactical accessories 

(bipods/grips/stocks/forends/mounts)
! SCHMEISSER AR15 rifles and all AR-15 parts
! wide range of products
! SURPLUS – guns and accessories

Visit us
at IWA
hall 7

stand 526

Available in .50 AE, .44 Magnum and .357 Magnum

A variety of impressive finishes

www.magnumresearch.com
European Distributor: Waffen Ferkinghoff GmbH & Co. KG
Phone: 49 9384 882 12-00 | Fax: 49 9384 882 12-19 | www.waffen-ferkinghoff.com

®

*Shown Titanium Gold, Brushed Chrome and Black

Visit the Kahr Firearms Group at the upcoming 2015 show
IWA Show, Nurnberg, Germany Hall 1-126
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Breda goes green with its Grizzly Supermagnum
Italian gunmaker Breda has 
added a new member to its
family of Grizzly shotguns – this 
time in forest green.

!e Grizzly GreenForest
Supermagnum has been
designed and developed for
those hunters who need a dark
green shotgun when out hunting
in forests and heavily wooded
areas.

!anks to a special painting
process, Breda can cover the
entire frame and barrel surface

with a tough and durable paint 
to ensure the gun remains low-
key and blends in with the forest
landscape.

As if that wasn’t enough,
the stock and the forearm are
covered with a soft-touch green
paint.

Inside the stock there are two
pads that reduce the recoil and
these are said to allow the hunter
to maintain or reacquire accuracy
much faster, shot after shot.

!e barrels are available in

Breda
E: info@bredafucili.com
W: www.bredafucili.com

71cm and 76cm versions with six
chokes and a rib or as an 81cm
model with fixed choke and no
rib, ideal for accurate shooting
at long distances. All Grizzly
barrels are 3"in chambered.

!e Grizzly GreenForest will
be displayed at IWA and will be
available soon.

The Grizzly GreenForest Supermagnum will be displayed at IWA 2015.

Online airgun
mag showing
growth
Hard Air Magazine, a free
online magazine devoted
entirely and exclusively to
airguns and associated products,
has been gathering pace since its
launch just six months ago.

!e focus is firmly on airgun
news and reviews, albeit mainly
for the US market, and is
designed as a ‘one-stop shop’for
airgun news and reviews on the
internet.

Magazine founder Stephen
Archer, of Archer Airguns, said:
“Our goal is to o#er balanced,
instructive information to
people purchasing airguns and
accessories in an interesting and
useful format. It is estimated
that 10 to 12 million airguns
will be purchased in the USA
in 2015.Many consumers will
research their purchases on the
internet in search of buying
recommendations before
making a decision.

“We’ve put together a
phenomenal team of product
testers with over 100 years
of combined experience in
airgun shooting to conduct
unbiased reviews.Airguns
are continuing to enjoy an
increase in popularity due to
legal restrictions on firearms,
firearm ammunition shortages
and the encroachment of urban
and suburban development.
Shooters are forced to be
concerned with noise, range and
lethality of projectiles.

“!is trend has led to
increased interest from large
firearm companies that have
not historically played in this
market.”

To find out more visit www.
hardairmagazine.com.

US manufacturer Kahr
Firearms Group is expanding

the Europe-wide distribution of its
known brands Magnum Research,
Desert Eagle, BFR-Revolver,
Auto-Ordnance and Kahr.

With immediate e#ect,
German-based supplier Wa#en
Ferkingho# has become the
firm’s o$cial agent and general
importer for Europe, and will
be the first point of contact and
supplier for all the manufacturer’s
products.

With this step, both
enterprises are expanding
their existing and successful
cooperation.

Frank Harris, vice-president,

sales and marketing at Kahr
Firearms Group, said: “In
Ferkingho#, a family-run
company, we have found a
reliable partner with a great
deal of technical understanding
and close relationship with
our products.!is allows us to
better establish ourselves in the
European market.

“!is centralised acquisition
and distribution will allow us to
greatly improve the availability
of our products. Manager Achim
Ferkingho# is convinced that
the joint e#orts for Europe will
create positive developments for
all parties.”

A joint appearance

and presentation of latest
developments for international
weapons dealers will take
place at the IWA show 2015
in Nuremberg, Germany, hall
1-126, and stresses their matured
cooperation.

Information regarding the
wide range of models as well as
the comprehensive accessories
programme can be found at www.
wa!en-ferkingho!.com while the
Europe-wide dealership network
will be published there soon.
Interested specialised dealers
can register themselves at the
protected dealer domain to receive
the latest information around the
clock.

Kahr expands
with Ferkinghoff
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A‘highly sexualised’
advertisement for a New

Zealand gun shop has been
removed after complaints from a
mother.
!e billboard for Airsoft Gun

Centre in Auckland showed a
woman in knee-high boots and
lingerie holding a gun in each
hand and a statement: “Come
feel, touch, shoot and take it
home with you.”

But the Advertising Standards
Authority (ASA) sided with
complainant, R Parker, who
said that the advert, positioned
near a cinema, was revolting and
pornographic.

In her complaint she said: “I
am so o"ended at the violent
and pornographic way this is
shown, the copywriting which
is o"ensive and the positioning
of this in a place that is full of
families and teenagers.

“I’ve never complained this
way before but my 11 and
13-year-old girls commented
that with all the gun violence on

www.guntradeworld.com
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Concern Kalashnikov unveils another brand
Concern Kalashnikov, a
subsidiary of the Rostec State 
Corporation, is rebranding
to help the small-arms 
manufacturer promote its
products more e"ectively.
!e firm, which occupies 95

per cent of the Russian market, 
says its new corporate brand of
Concern Kalashnikov joins the
renewal of the Baikal hunting
and Izhmash guns names.

Concern Kalashnikov is
modernising its production and 
the model range, strengthening
its positions in existing markets 
and developing new ones as well
as extending the dealer network.

Concern Kalashnikov CEO
Alexey Krivoruchko said:
“!e Kalashnikov automatic

assault rifle is one of the Russian
symbols, recognisable all over the
world.

“!e rebranding has become
the symbol of long-pending
changes in the business and
product range. It reflects the
main principles of the Concern
– reliability, responsibility and
technological e"ectiveness.

Concern Kalashnikov has undergone a
rebranding exercise.

Sex sells? Not
in New Zealand

“I’m sure that continuous
improvement of product quality,
production, e"ectiveness and
extension of market outlets will
allow us to not only preserve but
multiply the legendary reputation
of the Kalashnikov brand.”

At the same time, the product
brand of Kalashnikov combat
weapons has also been renewed,
with a new slogan of “Protecting
Peace.”

Double meanings have been 
embedded into the slogan by
developers: Kalashnikov arms are
the most popular in the world;
they are more than a match for 
competitors’ products and, at the
same time, Kalashnikov arms
are created for peacekeeping in
some regions and countries.

Florida
backs gun
suppressor
law change
!e Florida Fish and Wildlife
Conservation Commission has
voted unanimously to repeal a
57-year-old ban on the use of
firearm suppressors for taking
deer, grey squirrels, rabbits,
wild turkeys, quail and crows.
!e measure took e"ect

immediately, making Florida
the 33rd state in the USA to
allow hunters to use legally
possessed suppressors in the
field for all game animals.
Earlier this year, Alabama,
Georgia and Louisiana all
enacted similar pro-suppressor
hunting reforms.

A spokesman for!e
American Suppressor
Association said: “We would
like to thank everyone who
worked on the issue, including
the Unified Sportsmen of
Florida, and the National
Rifle Association. We
would also like to thank
the commissioners of the
Florida Fish and Wildlife
Conservation Commission
for their unanimous support.
Most importantly, we would
like to thank all of the
sportsmen and women in
Florida who took the time to
support this initiative.

“Because of your e"orts,
hunting in Florida has become
a safer and more enjoyable
experience. We look forward
to continuing to work
towards our goal of legalising
suppressor ownership and
hunting in all 50 states.”

A Florida Comission has repealed a
long-standing ban on suppressor use.

the news, how are they allowed to
sell guns in New Zealand?”

Airsoft Gun Centre told the
ASA that the advert was for an
activity similar to paintball and
involved only replica guns.

It explained: “!ere is a small
group of people who don’t have
prior knowledge about airsoft
as such; we do receive anti-gun

people in the store from time to
time. But after explanation about
what it is and what we do, they
seem to be okay with it.”

While the company agreed
that the billboard could be
deemed provocative it refuted
claims that it encouraged
bloodshed.
!e gun shop said: “Just

because there are guns in the
picture, if someone connects
guns with violence then it is their
personal issue.”

A majority on the ASA board
said that the ad was highly
sexualised, especially when read
with the statement “come feel,
touch, shoot and take it home
with you.” However, they also
agreed that it did not incite
violence and was not outrageous
enough to cause serious o"ence
to most people.
!e complaint was partially

upheld and the authority said
that the ad should be removed.
Airsoft Gun Centre said it had
already taken the billboard down.

Making airsoft ‘sexy’ landed a retailer in
hot water.
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Following the successful step
of a new positioning in

Nuremberg last March, Enforce
Tac will again be staged at the
NürnbergMesse in the two days
leading up to the IWA show.

!e international exhibition
and conference for law
enforcement, security and tactical
solutions will take place in Hall
10 in the Congress Centre
NCC Mitte on Wednesday and
!ursday, March 4th and 5th.

For the fourth time, the
trade fair will be presenting a
comprehensive range of products
for o"cial agency special forces,
in addition to service weapons,
ballistic accessories and optronics,

as well as tactical equipment.
Exhibitors will also be showing

protective and operational
clothing such as bulletproof
and stabproof vests, shields and
helmets, as well as operational
vehicles. Parallel to this, police
security experts will be able to
enter into an exchange at two
conferences on current themes
and engage in specialist training.

!omas Preutenborbeck,
event manager for Enforce Tac
and IWA OutdoorClassics in
Nuremberg, said: “Right from
the start we registered a great
response on the part of all those
involved.!e concept of staging
not only one trade fair but also a

special fair on a sensitive theme,
where a manageable number of
experts on the highest level can
come together, has been received
very well.”

Based on their own statements,
99 per cent of the trade visitors
said they were satis#ed with the
information and contact-making
possibilities on the trade fair
stands, while 94 per cent of the
exhibitors reached their most
important target groups during
Enforce Tac 2014, and 92 per
cent established new business
connections.

www.guntradeworld.com
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Moultrie raises the bar with game camera
Hunters looking to take their scouting abilities to 
new levels should look no further than Moultrie
Products’ M-1100i No-Glow game camera.

Moultrie, a division of PRADCO Outdoor
Brands, has incorporated ‘invisible’ No-Glow
illumination, a 2in colour preview screen and an
ultra-high-end image processor that will deliver 
full 1,080p HD video with sound and superior 
photos into its mini-cams.

!e combination of the M-1100i’s half-second
trigger speed, 80ft night range and 12 megapixel
resolution allows the user to capture incredible
photos and videos of any wild game.

It sports a battery life of 10,000 images on
eight AA batteries and Moultrie’s Managed
Memory feature, capable of dismissing old
images in order to record new when the SD card
is full.

Enforce Tac returns
to NürnbergMesse

Enforce Tac 2015
W: www.enforcetac.com

Moultrie Products
W: www.moultriefeeders.com

Federal
Premium
signs Julie
Federal Premium
Ammunition has partnered
with champion shooter Julie
Golob.!e accomplished
US Army veteran, hunter,
author and mother of two will
showcase Federal Premium as
a sponsored shooter.

Julie has won more than 120
championship titles in seven
di$erent action-shooting
disciplines, making her one
of the most accomplished
professional shooters in the
world.

As part of the partnership,
Julie will use Federal
Premium ammunition in
competition and on hunts.
She will also wear the brand’s
logo prominently on her
competition shooting shirt
and represent the brand in
marketing materials.

Israel to
ease gun
laws
Following a synagogue attack
last November, Israeli public
security minister Yitzhak
Aharonovitch pledged to ease
controls on carrying weapons
for self-defence.

It is not yet clear what new
measures are to follow. It has
been reported, however, that
eased gun laws could mean
security guards and army
o"cers being allowed to carry
a gun when o$ duty.

Public security minister Yitzhak
Aharonovitch set to ease gun controls.
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Changing markets and shifting
demographics are moving

the ‘black gun’market from
traditional shooters to youngsters
and women.

Unique-ARs (UAR) is leading
the way in this market shift,
targeting the next generation of
shooters, combined with the many
women who are growing the
market.

UAR says products like
its handguards speak to this
growing demographic’s desire
to accessorise, personalise and
customise their gear.

Its ability to create a designer
handguard with custom colours

means that what was once just a
‘black’gun can become the new
‘tacti-camo’or the ‘Pink Betsy.’

UAR works with companies
who want their own private-label
handguards emblazoned with
their logo and unique design.
Companies can also be set up as
dealers, bringing UAR’s stock
handguards into their store with
point of purchase displays and a
wide selection of stock designs.

All its handguards are free-
floating, made from durable
6061 T6 aluminium and come
with options to mount rails for
accessories.!e stock handguards
come standard in black, either

Cerakote or anodised, along with
a wide range of custom colour
options and in standard lengths of
seven, nine, 12, and 15 inches, with
custom lengths up to 20 inches.

UAR founder Jim Corbet said:
“Our dedication to perfection
drives us to produce products
that anyone would be proud to
own, and provides a fantastic
opportunity for dealers to upsell
and set them apart from others,
and to provide exceptional
customer service.”

www.guntradeworld.com
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Impossible luxury from Sauer & Sohn
As if precision, value and
elegance weren’t enough
attributes for a rifle, Sauer &
Sohn now adds luxury to the
qualities of its new S101 Select. 

As a result, the German 
manufacturer says that it can
now o"er a high-grade rifle with
an eye-catching walnut stock,
yet priced like a mid-grade
sporter.
!e secret is working closely

with a specialised hi-tech
laboratory, using computerised
laser equipment to achieve
a convincing appearance by
permanently burning the grain 
pattern into the wood itself.
!e result is a beautiful

hunting arm made unique by the 
fact that Sauer’s designs echo

nature, so that no two wood-
grain patterns are alike.
!e bling factor comes down

to the accuracy and engineering
that have been proven a
thousand times over with the
S101, now paired with a jewelled

Supplier sees AR
market shifting

Unique-ARs.
T: +1 208 550 8386
W: www.unique-ars.com

bolt and a large aluminium 
bolt knob. And with a price of
#1,995 Sauer says it has made
the impossible, possible.

AirForce
Airguns
takes !ight
across US
AirForce Airguns – the first
company to domestically
manufacture a production pre-
charged pneumatic airgun has
partnered with Outtech Inc
to enhance domestic sales and
marketing.

AirForce CEO and
founder John McCaslin
explained: “AirForce and
Outtech represent the best of
their respective worlds.!e
synergy of our joining forces
is exciting and unprecedented
in the airgun market. We
look forward to continued
growth as well as continuing
to pioneer pre-charged airgun
technology.”

AirForce has maintained
the strictest quality standards
since the first Talon air rifle
rolled o" the production
line 15 years ago. Indeed the
company says its standards
keep increasing as it continues
to innovate and create new
products.

Outtech president Jay
Scholes added: “We are really
thrilled to be teamed up with
AirForce.

“I have known John for
a number of years and look
forward to helping AirForce
grow into the industry leader
it is destined to become.”

Established in 1989,
Outtech Inc is one of the
outdoor industry’s leaders
in sales and marketing and
maintains a portfolio of brand
leaders across the categories it
represents.

AirForce Airguns has been
innovating, designing and
producing precision pre-
charged air guns at its Fort
Worth,Texas, headquarters for
more than 15 years.

J P Sauer & Sohn GmbH
W: www.sauer.de/en

AirForce Airguns
T: +1 877-247-4867
W: www.airforceairguns.com
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OF Mossberg & Sons,
America’s oldest family-

owned and operated firearms
manufacturer, has announced the
hiring of Breeanna Leiderman 
in the newly created role of
international sales manager.
!e company has

also expanded the sales
responsibilities for the
company’s vice-president of
sales, John MacLellan. In
addition to managing corporate
and manufacturers’ sales
representatives for the domestic
and Canadian markets, John will
now oversee global sales.
!e multi-lingual Breeanna

brings eight years of experience
in the firearms industry to the
Mossberg team, with extensive
knowledge of ITAR, EAR,
ATF and FCPA regulations and
many long-term relationships
with distributors and other
industry trade partners. She most
recently held positions with Sig
Sauer and Smith & Wesson in
the areas of customer service
and international sales support.
Breeanna will report to John in
her new role.

John has served as vice-
president of sales since July 2013.
He previously held the position
of director of sales for three years.

Prior to joining Mossberg, John
held sales management positions
with Smith & Wesson and
Andersen Windows and served
for six years with the Dover
police department as a sergeant
in the field operations division.

“John has been a dynamic
leader in driving sales growth,
even in a slowing domestic
market, by expanding and
strengthening our customer
base,” commented Tom Taylor,
senior vice-president of sales and
marketing. “Under his leadership,
Mossberg’s international partners
should expect increased focus on
customer service and expanded

availability of Mossberg firearms
worldwide.”

Tom continued: “Breeanna is
a strong addition to our internal
sales team, with her knowledge
of import and export regulations
and ability to communicate
e"ectively with many of our
international customers. We
welcome Breeanna to the team
and look forward to meeting
with our international customers
at the 2015 SHOT Show and at
IWA.”

www.guntradeworld.com
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American arms heading for the rest of the world
American Built Arms Company
(A!B Arms), a manufacturer 
of firearms and firearms parts
and accessories, has joined forces
with KGI International Sales for 
export and international trade
services to clients worldwide.

American Built Arms
Company president and
founder Jason Combs explained:
“Signing KGI International
Sales as our preferred agent
for international sales provides
A!B Arms with the global 

reach to provide international
distributors and dealers, as well
as foreign military and law-
enforcement customers with our
products.

“KGI brings us through the
entire international sales and 
distribution experience and 
maintains full ITAR compliance.
With its contacts and resources,
A!B Arms expects exponential 
growth in sales for 2015.”

KGI is a fully licensed
global distributor of fi rearms

Mossberg reorganises
international sales team

Mossberg
W: www.mossberg.com.

Trulock
builds dealer
base with
group
Trulock Choke Tubes has
joined forces with Outdoor
Outfitters Group, Inc. to
represent Trulock in a crucial
shotgun-hunting region of
the USA.

Company president
George Trulock said that
the deal would help cover
Missouri, Iowa, Nebraska,
Kansas, Wisconsin and
Minnesota, plus North and
South Dakota, and will
enable it to build a strong
dealer base.

Outdoor Outfitters’
Dennis O’Dell said: “Our
group really looks forward
to building quality business
in our territory for the best
choke tubes on the market
today.TruLock’s approach to
its customer base falls in line
with the same standards that
Outdoor Outfitters Group,
Inc. has.”American Built Arms Company

W: www.abarms.com

and firearms parts, providing
export/import services from
licensing, documentation,
logistics, transportation and 
customs clearance, to delivery
to the foreign buyer’s door. It
has established long-term solid 
relationships with distributors
in more than 70 countries 
worldwide.
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In2010, the NSSF recognised
the need for improved
communications on a state

level, when it came to spreading
awareness about legislation
and other factors a!ecting
hunters and their hunting lands,
and enlisting sportsmen and
sportswomen in spreading the
word about the many bene"ts
hunting provides their individual
communities and states.

#e end result was the NSSF
footprint HuntingWorks for

#e National Shooting Sports Foundation’s HuntingWorks for America scheme,
designed to boost the industry and the sport, knows no bounds, explains NSSF public

relations director Jennifer Pearsall.

Hunting Works
for America

programme grows

America.
#rough its state chapters,

HuntingWorks for America
brings a broad range of
stakeholders together in order to
educate the public and elected
o$cials about the importance of
hunting.
Shooting sports organisations,

conservation groups, businesses
and other non-traditional
hunting entities such as chambers
of commerce, convention and
visitors bureaus and other trade

associations, have come together
to share their interest in the
economic impact of hunting.

Signing up
In December,NSSF announced
that HuntingWorks for Oregon
had become the latest state to
enrol in the programme.Oregon
joins nine other states – Arizona,
Minnesota,North Dakota, Iowa,
Missouri, Pennsylvania, Utah,
Colorado andWisconsin – in
this grassroots e!ort to highlight

the many positive aspects of
small and big-game hunting in
the USA.
Speaking on Oregon joining

the Hunting for America
network,NSSF senior vice-
president and chief marketing
o$cer Chris Dolnack said: “Even
though thousands of people
hunt in Oregon every year, that
number is declining.We want
to make sure that hunters in
Oregon continue to have a voice.
“Hunters and shooters spend
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$248 million on hunting every
single year but, as the number
of hunters declines, so does
their spending power.!at’s
bad news not only for Oregon’s
economy but also for the state’s
conservation budget.
“We believe that, through

HuntingWorks for Oregon
and the power and funding
created by combining the
dollars the sportsmen already
inject into their state’s economy
with additional aid from the
businesses and communities
that directly bene"t from that
injection,Oregon’s sportsmen
will continue to have facilities,
lands and other state resources
available to them in a capacity
that works to bene"t both them
and the state’s wildlife.”

!e taxes, fees and
surcharges that hunters pay
when they purchase licences,
tags and equipment fund state
conservation e#orts that bene"t
game and non-game species, as
well as the lands and resources
that anyone who enjoys the
outdoors utilises.

Keeping it local
“Obviously, all politics are local,”
Chris said, in an interview with
US outdoor writer Bill Miller in
NSSF’s SHOT Daily.
“When you have the

horsepower of businesses
and businesspeople in local
communities, it’s far more
powerful than the in$uence of
any organisation from out of
state.!ey understand better
than anyone the economic
impact [that hunting produces].
!ey see the people coming

in wearing camou.!ey
know who’s buying breakfast
sandwiches at four in the
morning.”
Bill explained: “When

chapter members meet with
policy makers, they bring hard
economic data. For example,
a recent NSSF study shows
that there are about 14 million
hunters in the USA who spend
nearly $40 billion on licences
and equipment, including
guns and ammunition. But the
chapter members also know
about hunting’s economic
impact in their own states.”
Using the Arizona chapter as

an example, one that organised
when its shooting ranges had
come under federal scrutiny and
were facing potential shuttering,
Bill wrote: “Arizona chapter
members report there are about
269,000 hunters in their state
who spend about $1,200 each
year on trip-related expenses
and gear.
“!is generates about $342

million in sales, and results in
some 5,700 jobs, for a payroll
of around $208 million.Total
economic impact of hunting
in Arizona is $592 million,
according to the chapter.
“In the e#ort to save their

Arizona shooting ranges,
chapter members noted that
there was more at stake than
sales of "rearms, cartridges and
range fees. Convenience stores,
restaurants and gas stations also
faced lost revenue.
“HuntingWorks for Arizona

had letters to the editor and
meetings with editorial boards,”
Chris said. “!ey got retail

stakeholders.
“We are looking forward

to adding chapters for every
state in the nation as we move
forward and the existing
chapters continue to exemplify
how successful these kinds of
e#orts can be,” said Chris. “It
is exactly this kind of home-
town, home-grown involvement
that will help all of us promote,
protect and preserve hunting
and the shooting sports for
generations to come.”

o%cials involved, and that had a
tremendous amount of in$uence.
!eir message was: ‘If you shut
down these ranges, it will impact
future employment.’”

Steady growth
Launched in 2010,Hunting
Works For America began with
three state chapters – Arizona,
Minnesota and North Dakota.
Since then the programme has
grown steadily, adding chapters
in Iowa,Missouri, Pennsylvania,
Utah,Colorado, andWisconsin.
Oregon is the 10th chapter
overall and third to launch in
2014, the most states launched
in a single year since the
programme’s beginning.
All totalled, the Hunting

Works For America programme
now represents more than 1,200
organisations and associations,
representing tens of thousands of
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National Shooting Sports Foundation
T: +1 203 426 1320
F: +1 203 426 1087
E: info@nssf.org
W: www.nssf.org

Ten states have joined the
grassroots effort to highlight the

many positive aspects of small and
big-game hunting in the USA.
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Two (2) ticketsper company.
Ticketshavea60Euro facevalue.

Nocashalternativeo!ered.

gun solutions

100 FREETICKETS
for IWA OutdoorClassics 2015
exhibition to be given away

The IWA OutdoorClassics 2015 trade show
is being held at Nürnberg on 6-9 March 2015

Abbey Supply Company are launching a new range
of airsoft propellant gases & other products and offering

extraordinary discounts for orders at the show

To claim your complimentary tickets
complete our simple online form - but be quick!

www.abbeysupply.com/iwa_vouchers

Stand 327 - Hall 6
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Australia’s military weapons factory in Lithgow,New SouthWales,has produced
soldiers’ rifles for over 100 years. Its latest o!ering is a hunting/varmint/target rifle
with modern tactical styling, accuracy and reliability.

Quality from down under:
Lithgow Arms’ LA101 CrossOver

Since 1912,Lithgow has
produced the rifles carried by
Australian soldiers inWorld

War I,WorldWar II,Korea,
Vietnam, Iraq and Afghanistan.

"e factory is known
worldwide as one of the southern
hemisphere’s leading producers of
military weapons,making its mark
yet again in 2012 with the launch
of the innovative and lightweight
F90 assault rifle,which has just
gone into production for the
Australian Defence Force.

Civvy Street
Following a significant investment
in design and engineering

expertise in the facility, the
Lithgow team branched out and
launched the new Lithgow Arms
brand for the civilian market in
Australia in 2013, and debuted
the first firearm in the CrossOver
product range in early 2014 – the
LA101 .22LR.
Unusually, the 2013 prototype

debut was followed by public
feedback and consultation,
ensuring actual sporting shooters
had a say in what the final product
looked like.

"e rifle is a superior product
that will appeal to quality-
conscious retailers seeking to fill
a gap at the higher end of the

quality product that will last for
many years – something that
owners can rely on, just like the
previous sporting .22s that came
out of Lithgow half a century ago
and are still going strong today.

Performance
and looks
A key feature is the barrel,which
is cold forged from military-grade
steel, and made in Lithgow on
the same machine that is used
to produce high-quality barrels
for the military rifles made at the
factory.

"e precision manufacturing
process ensures accuracy and

market.
"e CrossOver is a versatile

rifle with tactical styling, designed
to appeal to a wide variety of
sporting shooters. Its weight,
robustness and reliability make it
a good choice for general hunting.

"e adjustable length of pull
via the butt spacers, 60-degree
bolt throw and bipod interface
will appeal to many shooters
involved in hunting or varminting.
For target shooters, accuracy-
enhancing features include a
medium-weight barrel, semi-
match chamber and target crown.

"e rifle has been designed
from the ground up to be a
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Lithgow Arms launched the
LA101 CrossOver for the
civilian market in 2014.

reliability, reinforcing the key
selling point that this is a rifle that
retailers can sell with confidence.

!e CrossOver also has a
Cerakote H series finish on the
barrel, receiver, sight bases and
bolt handle, again reinforcing the
quality selling point. In addition, a
left-handed version is available as
well as threaded barrel variants.
“We wanted to do something

that would appeal to sporting
shooters,” says Graham Evenden,
head of the Lithgow Arms
business. “Something tough,with
real quality that is apparent from
the moment you pick up the rifle.
We also wanted a tactical flavour
to reflect our military heritage.
“We challenged ourselves to

produce a quality Australian-
made rifle at a competitive price.
We listened to feedback from

shooters, then set up a dedicated
production line to deliver a
quality product with the same
commitment to manufacturing
standards demonstrated in our
military weapons.”

Winning formula
Since its launch, the CrossOver
has met with a very favourable
response in the local market.
Retailers and their customers can
now access online reviews,with
all of Australia’s major sporting
shooter magazines giving the rifle
an unequivocal thumbs up.
Feedback from retailers

suggests that the CrossOver
represents great value for money.
Online forums are also positive,
which should reassure retailers
that the CrossOver is already
establishing a good track record in

Lithgow Arms
E: distributors@LithgowArms.com
W: www.LithgowArms.com

only its first year on the market.
Lithgow Arms’branding

addresses its key features,with the
tagline ‘Tough, accurate, reliable’
reinforcing the longevity of the
product and its military heritage.

!is messaging also ties in
with international perceptions of
the harsh Australian landscape,
which will appeal to retailers
looking for something di"erent
to o"er customers in addition to
the familiar US and European
product ranges.
Looking to the future,

distributers should be aware
that the CrossOver in its .22LR
incarnation is not a one-o" but
the first in a series of CrossOver
firearms to come to market.
New .223, .243 and .308

versions will launch around the
middle of 2015, delivering a brand
extension and an opportunity for
customers looking for something
beyond .22LR to experience the
rifle.

Following that, a .22WMR and
.17HMR are scheduled for future
release.
Lithgow Arms will announce

another product line to cater for
long centrefire cartridges in the
future and aims to introduce new
products every year.
In short, the new Lithgow

Arms CrossOver range represents
an attractive value-for-money
o"ering for a quality rifle from a
country that has a long history of
firearms manufacturing.
Lithgow Arms is currently

seeking European and other
experienced distributors.
Representatives will be present
at the IWAOutdoorClassics
exhibition in Germany inMarch,
where sample rifles will be on
display. Planning for distributor
meetings is now under way. GTW
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Thegrowth of airsoft
around the world
is evident not only

from the success of specialist
manufacturers but also the
willingness of other gun and
accessories companies to add the
concept to their production lines.
More clubs and facilities

appear to be springing up in
countries where airsoft is not
banned or strictly controlled,
o!ering both indoor and outdoor
facilities where simulated battles
or skirmishes take place.
Law-enforcement agencies

and others are using airsoft for

basic training too – reducing the
requirement for expensive guns
and ammunition – and this is
especially likely as the look and
feel of the airsoft counterparts
become more and more like the
real things.
Indeed, so many are now

full-scale replicas with the
correct weight and handling
characteristics, this is hardly
surprising.

"is has all been fuelled by
the users’ demand for the best
products possible.

"ere is no doubt that many
enthusiasts are eager to replicate

the exact kit that the military
or tactical personnel employ
and this provides myriad sales
opportunities around the world.

What is airsoft?
Laws governing airsoft vary
widely from country to country,
so it is vital to have a good grasp
of each individual market to
ensure that you do not fall foul of
the law or, equally importantly, do
not miss out on sales.
From outright bans to tight

controls and requirements to join
clubs before you can even buy
the appropriate hardware to full-

From games and skirmishes to target practice and, increasingly,
tactical training, airsoft is an expanding market sector that more

and more firms are taking seriously.

blown allowance are all evident,
depending on where in the world
you are.

"e guns and games now
widely involved with airsoft
are thought to have originally
developed in Japan and Hong
Kong in the 1970s because real
firearms were generally banned
for civilian ownership.
Gradually, these replicas,

using ceramic BBs or similar,
established themselves and are
now enjoyed the world over, with
major contests held in many
countries.
Airsoft guns are low-powered,

Airsoft growth
foolish to ignore

SPOTLIGHT ON AIRSOFT
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AIRSOFT SURVEY RESULTS
BEST-SELLING BRANDS
(in no particular order)
ASG (ActionSportGames)
Colt
Crosman
Cybergun
German Sport Gun (GSG)
H&K
ICS
KSC
KWA
Tokyo Maru
Umarex
Walther
WEAirsoft

IS THE NUMBER OF LADIES BUYINGAIRSOFT GEAR…

UP DOWN SAME20% 20% 60%

DOYOU THINK THE LAWS ONAIRSOFT GUNS HAVE
RESTRICTED SALES IN YOUR COUNTRY?

YES NO55% 45%

HOW DOYOU THINKAIRSOFT GUN SALES HAVE BEEN IN
2014 COMPARED TO PREVIOUS YEARS?

UP DOWN SAME17% 50% 33%

WHAT DO MOST CUSTOMERS BUY
AIRSOFT PRODUCTS FOR?
!Airsoft games/skirmishing 52%
! Recreational target shooting 30%
! Other (not speci!ed) 18%

usually based on actual firearms,
mostly modern military and
law-enforcement pistols and
rifles such as the Colt M14/15,
H&K FN and many others, plus
similarly modern handguns.
!ere is also interest in a

number of older models, like
the Dragunov and Mauser K98,
along with some that mirror the
Western and cowboy guns.
Alongside these ‘realistic

imitation firearms’, there are also
some that do not look like any
particular existing model and,
as such, these are often classed
di"erently regarding ownership
and sales regulation.
Age restrictions apply

in many countries and, as
mentioned earlier, in many cases,
membership of a registered
airsoft skirmishing club is
required before purchase.
Whatever type, you will

also find that in a number of

countries laws require these
imitations to feature a colour
or be produced in clear versions
designed to make it obvious that
they are not real firearms: the
two usual forms of this are called
two-tone and also largely made
of clear plastic or polymer so that
the internals can be seen.
Colours must generally not

be silver, gold or white, with
accepted ‘safe’ colours being
typically bright blue, bright green
or blaze orange, but there are
others.!ese two-tone types are
sometimes less restricted in who
can purchase, own and use them.
!e sport of airsoft involves

tactical ‘skirmish’ and war-game-
type situations, where teams are
set basic objectives to be met,
with the other team trying to
prevent them.
Airsoft guns fire plastic BB-

style pellets at moderate velocities
directly at game participants.

For that reason, power levels
are set to ensure that the energy
delivered cannot inflict serious
injury.
Protective eyewear is essential

and facial protection advised, and
this is where the opportunity for
add-on sales comes in.
Power levels can vary from

country to country and in some
cases for di"erent aspects of the
‘airsoft skirmish’ scenario.
Some are also used for target

practice in domestic gardens or
at specially constructed ranges,
where everything from tin cans
and paper targets to colourful
zombie-style creations are shot.

Types of gun
!ere are a good variety of
operation systems on the market
too.
In its most basic form, the

gun propels a single plastic BB
pellet with simple spring energy

derived from pulling the trigger.
Others have larger springs and
produce more power, like the
bolt-action ‘sniper’ rifles.
!en there is gas power, which

can employ various types like
freon or butane, while some,
usually more powerful models,
rely on CO# power.
All gas types can also be

supplied in more realistic mode,
where the slide of the rifle or
pistol actually ‘blows back’ to
replicate the recoil of a real
firearm.
Others use electric motors to

cycle their actions and propel the
pellets, some in semi-automatic
mode and others fully automatic.
!e main thing separating

airsoft from an airgun is the
relatively low power; using light
BB pellets (usually weighing
around 0.20g) is typically just one
to two joules of energy – some
countries set a maximum energy

WHICH TYPES OFAIRSOFT GUNS
DOYOU STOCK?
! Non-Blowback 32%
! Gas Blowback 26%
! Electric Blowback 24%
! Spring Guns 18%

WHATARE YOUR BEST-SELLING
AIRSOFT GUNS?
! Gas Blowback 36%
! Non-Blowback 18%
! Spring Guns 18%
!AEG 18%
! Electric Blowback 10%

WHICH FORMAT IS MOST POPULAR?

Ri"e 26%Pistol 74%

WHICHAGE GROUP BUYS MOSTAIRSOFT EQUIPMENT?

10%
Under 18 years old

35%
19-25 years old

50%
26-40 years old

5%
Over 40 years old
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level that may be legally imported
and sold.Other guns do fire steel
BBs but, obviously, these are
designed for target practice rather
than skirmishes.
Note also that some

manufacturers mix the terms ‘soft
air’ and ‘air soft’ quite liberally in
their descriptions – even though
some firms lay claim to particular
terms – but they essentially refer
to the same thing: airsoft.
On the tactical training side,

there are now plenty of realistic
clones of popular police and
military firearms used by both
services for reasons of both safety
and economy.
Such is the extreme realism

of many of these clones that
they are actually licensed by the
original makers, or owners of
the copyright, to major airsoft
manufacturers who are then
able to produce them with the

trademark of the actual firearm
makers.

NBB (Non-Blowback)
A basic type that looks quite
realistic but is probably not
particularly ‘authentic’ in
appearance.!ey may be spring
or gas operated and the slide
remains fixed, not moving
rearward to simulate recoil.

!ese are usually less expensive
to produce and buy and the better
ones can be more accurate than
some more sophisticated types
– the lack of a recoiling slide can
aid accuracy.

GBB (Gas Blowback)
Very popular, these are generally
better-made models that look
extremely authentic. Some are
licensed by the makers of the
actual firearms they replicate.
Popular with skirmishers and

collectors alike, they also feel
realistic to use: the slide is forced
back by a proportion of the gas
used to propel the plastic BB
pellets and in so doing adds the
e"ect of recoil for extra realism.

AEG (Automatic Electric Guns)
A growing sector, with Far
Eastern manufacturers really
dominating this sector.
AEGs are capable of

sustained fire (where permitted)
with complex electric motors
and gearboxes to operate the
mechanism and feed pellets from
the high-capacity magazines.
Some carry the batteries on
board, while others are linked
to Li-Po power packs within
the webbing worn by some
competitors.Durability and
reliability can involve paying
extra, given the complexity of
operation. GTW

On the tactical training side, there are now plenty of realistic
clones of popular police and military firearms used by both

services for reasons of both safety and economy.
Other types/categories:
EBB (Electric Blowback): like the
AEG in concept but these also have
a slide blowback feature for added
realism
AEP (Auto Electric Pistol):
Miniaturisation of parts,motors and
gearboxes and so on has allowed
pistol-type AEGs to be produced
and these are also proving popular
PTP (Professional Training
Products): Very realistic airsoft
guns manufactured to be
particularly realistic in looks,
operation and, where possible,
weight and function. Used in
professional training situations.
Two-tone: Guns that would
otherwise be realistic imitations
but, because they are at least 51
per cent coloured in a ‘non-gun’
colour (such as blaze orange, neon
blue or green), they are classed as
non-realistic imitation !rearms.
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USA

Under federal law, airsoft guns
are not classi!ed as !rearms
and are legal although each
state – and many cities – have
variations and speci!c rulings.

For importation purposes, the 
basic rule appears to be that a 
6mm minimum orange tip must 
be present on the barrel end of
the airsoft gun to identify it as 
such for any commercial sales.

Once sold, local laws vary
on whether or not the orange
tip must be kept. The similarity
between genuine !rearms and
airsoft replicas is close enough 
to provoke interaction with local
law-enforcement personnel if
an airsoft gun is carried openly
in public.

Individuals must also be 18 
or over to buy such airsoft guns
but, aside from that, there are
few general restrictions.

This is a massive potential
market and interest appears
to still be growing. There was a
great selection of manufacturers
of both airsoft guns and
associated kit booked into the
2015 SHOT Show, so things 
bode well for the future.

The interest in tactical-style
gear, from clothing to packs –
not to mention gun styling – has
not gone unnoticed by many
makers as buyers and players
attempt to emulate the military
look.

Airsoft laws change
more than many

others so you need
to keep an eye on

each market; as new
ones come online, so
the opportunities are

great.
Just a couple of

years back airsofters
in the Netherlands

persuaded the
government to

allow the sport and
those in Australia
are campaigning

hard to allow airsoft
to be removed

from real firearms
classifications.

Australia & NZ

Much has changed here in 
recent years and realistic airsoft 
guns in New Zealand are now 
classi! ed as !rearms.

These tougher laws now mean 
that airsoft is limited to non-
realistic !rearms, which removed
many of the most popular guns 
from public ownership.

However, buyers of airsoft
guns must be over 18 but, while 
they do not require a licence 
to purchase, use or transport
these imitations, they will need 
to provide some details and a 
proof of age. Check out www.
nzairsoft.co.nz for more.

In Australia there has been 
much campaigning against the 
current law, which treats most 
realistic imitation !rearms
as the real thing, effectively
banning civilian ownership and 
making airsoft a tough interest 
to follow.

At the very least, users will 
require a !rearms licence and
to !ll out importation forms but,
since designated ranges do not 
exist, the government says there
is no reason to own them.

For the latest details 
or to follow the campaign 
against these laws, visit www.
airsoftcouncil.com.au.

South Africa

There was much concern
when the Dangerous Weapons
Act came into force at the start
of 2014 because it classi!ed a
dangerous weapon as anything 
‘other than a !rearm’ capable of
causing death or serious bodily
harm if used for an unlawful
purpose.

However, exceptions include
possession of ‘dangerous
weapons’ in pursuit of lawful
employment, duty or activity or 
for lawful sport, recreation or
entertainment, which covers 
both airsoft and paintball guns.

Even if designated as an
imitation !rearm, the users of
these guns would only break the
law if they used them to commit 
another offence or resist arrest.

Europe

Wide-ranging laws mean that
you really need to check with
individual countries to be sure
that you are complying.

In the UK, for example, there
are currently certain restrictions
on the possession of airsoft
replicas unless for skirmishing
as part of a ban on realistic
imitation !rearms.

However, imitation !rearms
are still legal and may be
purchased by anyone 18 or over
provided they are ‘two-tone’ or
brightly coloured guns.

In Germany, airsoft guns under
0.5 joules are considered toy
guns and can be freely sold to
all persons above 14 years old.
All airsoft guns between 0.5 and
7.5 joules must be bolt-action or
semi-automatic only and can only
be sold to those over 18.

Target illuminating devices
and lasers may not be attached
to guns but are legal otherwise.

In France, visible
transportation of replica !rearms
in public areas is forbidden.
Minors (under the age of 18) can
only buy or use airsoft guns under
0.07 joules in power.

Airsoft guns may only have a
power under two joules, otherwise
they are considered to be a
weapon and must be registered.

And, as noted, the Netherlands
agreed relatively recently to allow
airsoft shooting in the country.

Check with each country to
ensure that you comply with its
regulations.

AROUND
THE

WORLD
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South Korea
Academy
E: via website
W: www.academy.co.kr

Denmark
ASG (ActionSportGames)
E: sales@actionsportgames.com
W: www.actionsportgames.com

Japan
A&K
E: info@akairsoft.com
W: www.akairsoft.com

Japan
CAW
E: via website
W: www.caw.co.jp

Hong Kong
Classic Army (CA)
E: via website
W: www.ca.classicarmy.com

China
CYMA
E: via website
W: www.airsoftgun.asia

USA
Crosman
E: info@crosman.com
W: www.crosman.com

France
Cybergun
E: via website
W: www.cybergun.com

China
D-Boys
E: via website
W: www.airsoftgun.asia/brand-3-cO-Dboys.html

Italy
Evolution International srl
E: info@evolution-airsoft.com
W: www.evolution-airsoft.com

Spain
Gamo Outdoor/Aftermath
E: gamo@gamo.com
W: www.gamo.com

Germany
German Sport Guns (GSG)
E: info@germansportguns.de
W: www.germansportguns.de

Taiwan/USA
G&G
E: sales@guay2.com
W: www.101techusa.com

Hong Kong
G&P
E: autumnstar@gp-web.com
W: gp-web.com

Taiwan
ICS (I Chih Shivan)
E: ics@icsbb.com
W: www.icsbb.com

Japan
KSC
E: via website
W: www.ksc-guns.co.jp

Taiwan/USA
KWA
E: sales@kwausa.com
W: www.kwausa.com

Taiwan
KWC
E: service@kwcgun.com
W: www.kwcgun.com

Japan
Maruzen
E: via website
W: www.maruzen-aps.com

USA
Polar Star Airsoft
E: via website
W: www.polarstarairsoft.com

Taiwan
Shan Chun Ltd
E: shan.chunltd@msa.net
W: www.taiwantrade.com.tw

Taiwan
SRC (Star Rainbow Co)
E: sales@starrainbow.com
W: www.starrainbow.com

Japan
Systema
E: via website
W: www.systema-engineering.com

Japan
Tokyo Marui
E: via website
W: Tokyo-marui.co.jp

Germany
Umarex
E: sales@umarex.de
W: www.umarex.com

Japan
WA (Western Arms)
E: via website
W: www.wa-gunnet.co.jp

Taiwan
WE-Tech
E: via website
W: www.weairsoft.com

SPOTLIGHT ON...GTW
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MATRIX OF MAKERS
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EKA finds
the right partner
!roughout the world, the Swedish company EKA is renowned for its elegant,
functional Scandinavian design and first-class materials.After partnering with
Proforce Equipment, it has seen steady growth and increased brand recognition

throughout North America.

EKA has been
designing and producing 
knives since 1882. Located in

Eskilstuna, Sweden, the company has established
a reputation that has propelled it to become one 
of the top five best-selling knife manufacturers in
the world. Now, with a prospering relationship with
Proforce Equipment, it plans to conquer North America.

When EKA decided to venture into the North American market, it
was looking for a company that was established, had integrity and the
ability to take EKA where it wanted to go. It just so happened that at
the same time, Proforce Equipment was looking to expand its product-
line o"ering and possibly add knives into the mix to complement all
the other brands and products that it currently supplies. From the
beginning, both companies shared the same ideals and determination.
!e relationship between EKA and Proforce Equipment has grown into
a rewarding partnership.

Working Together
EKA and Proforce Equipment have been
collaborating for some time to design two new lines
of Tactical/Rescue and Hunting/Outdoor knives,
the Swede 9 and T9 Series and the Nordic 12 and
T12 Series. As with all EKA knives, they are made
with genuine Swedish Sandvik 12C27 steel, but the
design is what makes these special. 

“We asked our knife distributors what they wanted
and we listened,” said Chad Freeman, director of
sales and marketing. “It was a fairly long process
but we are confident that the new range of Tactical/

Rescue knives, as well as the new Hunting/
Outdoor knives, are going to be received

very well, not only in our part of the
world but all over the world.

!ese are exciting times for
EKA and Proforce

Equipment.”

EKA Nordic T12 Tactical Black EK
A
No
rdi
c T1

2 Tact
ical Orange

EK
A N

ordi
cW12Wood

EKA and Proforce
Equipment, Inc collaborated
to design two new lines
of Tactical/Rescue and
Hunting/Outdoor knives, the
Swede 9 and T9 Series and
the Nordic 12 and T12.
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EKA-knivar AB
T: +46 16 170260
E: info@eka-knivar.se
W: www.eka-knivar.se

GTW

Who Is Proforce Equipment?
Proforce Equipment is a well-established importer and distributor
for North, Central and South America, conveniently based in
Miramar, Florida. It distributes into a number of markets, such as the
military, outdoor, hunting, survival, hardware and several more. It is
the exclusive distributor and representative for Snugpak, ND!R and
Camcon in North, Central and South America and for Multimat,
Wildo, TurboFlame and EKA Knives in the United States.

It has an established network of dealers throughout North, Central
and South America."e products the company o#ers are represented
in more than 600 retail locations and on thousands of websites. One 
thing that Proforce Equipment is very proud of is that it averages
an in stock fulfi lment ratio of 98.6 per cent, which is pretty much
unheard of these days. It also doesn’t require pre-season orders, like
many other manufacturers, importers and distributors do. Not any
one dealer or wholesale distributor can carry and o#er everything
from Proforce Equipment and it knows and accepts this. Because
of this, many retail dealers and wholesale distributors view Proforce
Equipment as a true partner and not just some company trying to
make a sale or o$oad product. By doing this, it helps absorb some
of that burden by making products readily available so that its valued
dealer and wholesale distribution network can go out there and
confidently advertise and o#er everything Proforce Equipment to its
customer base.

Proforce Equipment, Inc.
T: +1 305 436 7984
E: sales@proforceequipment.com
W: www.proforceequipment.com

1882

1885

1887

1909

1917

1946

1953

1968

1980

1990

TODAY

Hadar Hallström
founded Hader
Hallström Knife

Factory Ltd, known
today as EKA

First knife
made by EKA

First pocket knife with
a celluloid handle

Dedicated to the King
of Sweden, Oscar II

Awarded the gold medal at
the Alaskan-Yukon Paci!c

Exhibition in Seattle

Inside the EKA factory John Elmquist took
over the company and
changed the name to EKA

Moved to a new facility

Created for President
Dwight D Eisenhower and

bears his signature

The Classic 6 was taken into
space when the McDonnell
Aircraft Corporation launched
the Mercury space capsule

Over 130 years later, EKA
is a leader in the knife-
manufacturing industry

A royal warrant certi!cate was
awarded to EKA by King Carl

XVI Gustaf of Sweden

King Carl XVI Gustaf of
Sweden and Queen Silvia

visit EKA’s factory

EKA Swede T9 Tactical Orange

EK
A
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Essential gear for the
airsoft battleground
Airsoft gets bigger and bigger each year, o!ering great business opportunities.
Airsoft guns are one interesting niche to get into,gear is another.Check out the

essentials you need to consider stocking.

BATTERIES
In a world that mostly revolves around AEG
(Automatic/Airsoft Electric Guns), it’s quite
obvious a power supply is needed.
This comes in the form of batteries that are

plugged in and hidden in a compartment of
the airsoft gun, for example a hollow stock or
forend.
As batteries can easily run

out in the heat of the game,
you should have at least two
batteries with you for each AEG.
When focusing on the

batteries themselves, there are
several sizes. Large-type batteries
go in ri!es with full (hollow)
stocks such as MP5, M16 and

AK47 type ri!es.
Stick-type batteries are long and slender.

These are "tted in, for example, AK47-style
ri!es without a full stock. The smallest variants,
mini-type batteries, "t in the handguards of
M4, MP5-style ri!es without a full stock.
Next to size, voltage can differ as well. Most

standard batteries have a voltage of 8.4V.
Higher voltage batteries such

as 9.6V are suited
when a higher

rate of "re is desired. Batteries with a voltage
of over 9.6V are only suited for AEGs with an
advanced setup that needs extra power.
It’s important to ascertain the voltage a

speci"c AEG can handle before you go buying
and plugging in new batteries.
In addition to size and voltage, the type

of batteries varies too, ranging from Ni-MH
(Nickel-Metal Hydride) to Ni-Cad (Nickel-
Cadmium) and LiPo (Lithium Polymer).
These are all rechargable but differ in

capacity, charge/discharge rate, weight and
price. Covering these types in depth here
would take us too far.We’ll cover the ins and
outs of airsoft batteries in another Great Gear
feature.

Stick-type batteries can be
easily "ted inside the gun.
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PROTECTING YOURSELF
Although airsoft guns are not exactly as lethal as !rearms, one de!nitely needs eye and face

protection. It’s just not worth losing your sight or chipping a tooth.
What’s more, the use of some kind of eye and face protection is obligatory on many airsoft grounds.
Shooting glasses or goggles are the simplest form of eye protection. It’s recommended to use these

with half masks to protect the lower part of your face as well.
Full-face masks are the safest option out there. These cover the entire face and even the ears. As

with goggles, masks come with mesh or lenses. Lenses offer the ultimate in protection, yet they can fog
up. Mesh doesn’t fog up but tiny fragments like dust can still pass through.

Further head protection is offered by tactical helmets in all shapes, sizes and colours. Many include
rails or Velcro to attach accessories like lamps, cameras…

Knee and elbow protection can be useful as well, as are tactical gloves to protect your palms and
knuckles.

AIRSOFT MAINTENANCE
As with any weapon, airsoft guns need maintenance. They have many, many moving parts so require
regular attention and an adequate helping of silicone oil. These oils are available in spray form or as a
drip solution. Make sure to have a cleaning rod as well, to remove any jammed pellets, dirt and so on
from the barrel.

www.guntradeworld.com 37
GTW

AMMUNITION
Outsiders might be surprised to know there’s more
to airsoft ammunition than just simple plastic
6mm BBs.

Cheap, low-quality BBs are not the right way to
go. They are poorly made, which re"ects in differing
size, shape and weight. As with low-quality ammo
in !rearms, using poor-quality BBs result in poor
accuracy and overall performance. What’s more,
they may actually damage an AEG’s gearbox.

Airsoft BBs that are made perfectly round,
smooth and uniform in size and weight are 
what we’re looking for. These come in different
weights. Ranging from 0.12g to 0.30g-plus, all
BB weights have their speci!c properties and are
suited for speci!c airsoft guns.

The lightest BBs, 0.12g, are perfectly suited

for spring-powered airsoft guns. They are less
accurate than heavier BBs yet tend to travel
further.

Standard weight BBs – 0.2g and 0.23g – are 
the universal go-to weight for AEGs and powerful
spring sniper ri"es shooting with a velocity
between 300 and 370 feet per second. They
offer great accuracy and tight grouping.

Heavier BBs of 0.25g, 0.28g and even
0.30g-plus are suited to more powerful airsoft
guns shooting with a velocity between 370 
and 500 feet per second. Due to the increased 
weight, these are highly accurate.

As we’re all environmentally conscious, it’s
great to know some BBs are environmentally
friendly and completely biodegradable.

MAGAZINES AND
SPEEDLOADERS
The more magazines the better – there’s nothing worse than 
having to reload in the middle of a skirmish.

Low and mid-capacity magazines hold 30 to 70 BBs,
some even more. These magazine types don’t need winding
during use. They are also noiseless.

High-capacity magazines hold over 250 BBs and
potentially up to 500 and more. Although these offer a
higher capacity they require winding and aren’t free of noise.

For those who wish to have ultimate !repower, box
magazines handling upwards of 2,500 BBs are available too.

Should you ! nd yourself with all magazines completely
depleted, speedloaders offer a quick backup to reload
magazines in the blink of an eye. Speedloaders hold up to
115 BBs.
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Themanagement of
Davide Pedersoli is
particularly proud of the

richness of its firm’s catalogue of
commercially available products.

+ere are more than 100
pages containing a vast range
of quality items, each with their
own dedicated brief description,
ranging from firearms to
components for reloading
ammunition, products for general
maintenance, decorative items
and clothing, as well as special
collector cases and limited-
edition products.
More experienced clients will

undoubtedly be very pleased
by such a wealth of products.
However, newcomers or those
with little experience may find
it rather daunting because
they could find it di,cult to
understand what would best suit
their needs.

+is general observation is
particularly important when
discussing accessories for use
with muzzle-loading firearms
because they are numerous,
can be complex and have very
di-erent technical characteristics.
How can one, as a newcomer,

make an appropriate choice?
How can a beginner decide
between what is actually
necessary and what might be
required unless they have already
gained some experience?
To help the newcomer make a

confident start in the fascinating
sport of muzzle-loading rifle
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Muzzle-loaders get
starter kits to help

Davide Pedersoli & Co
T: +39 030 8915000
E: customerservice@davidepedersoli.com
W: www.davide-pedersoli.com

each dedicated to the reloading
of ammunition and general
maintenance of the firearm.

shooting,Davide Pedersoli
decided that it would make sense
to produce a small range of kits,

Italian shooting expert Davide Pedersoli has designed a number
of kits comprising many useful accessories,with the aim of
helping muzzle-loaders keep their weapons in order.

Davide Pedersoli decided that it
would make sense to produce a

small range of kits, each dedicated
to the reloading of ammunition and
general maintenance of the firearm.

+e commercial launch of
the following four starter kits
is imminent, so here is brief
description of the contents of
each.

USA 320:
Percussion rifle and
pistol starter kit
This contains a Davide Pedersoli
521 powder !ask, powder
measure, nipple charger, bullet
starter, straight cap holder,
nipple wrench and nipple wrench
adaptors.

USA 321:
Shotgun and
‘Howdah’ starter kit
In this kit you will "nd a 521
powder !ask, powder measure,
shot measure, straight cap
holder, nipple wrench, palm
saver, jag and brass conversion
adaptor (metric/American male
thread).

USA 323:
Rifle and pistol
flintlock starter kit
With a Colt-pattern powder !ask,
powder measure, pan primer,
!int knapper, brush, vent hole
pick, steel pin to screw the
top jaw, two !ints and two lead
clamps.

USA 340:
Muzzle-loading
starter kit
This kit includes a Davide
Pedersoli 521 powder !ask,
powder measure, straight cap
holder, 25 felt wads, 25 lead
(round) balls and 25 patches.

GTW
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Bomba manual Hill
Hill’s manual pump
Pompe manuelle Hill

Cargador Cal:
Magazine Cal:
Chargeur Cal:
.177” / 4,5mm
.22” / 5,5mm
.25” / 6.35mm

Estación de carga 
sistema DIN
DIN charging kit
Kit de chargement
type DIN
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Hunting plays a key
role in the history of
this region of Central

Europe.!e 11th century bears
the "rst mention of hunters;
nobles and such were surrounded
by the "nest huntsmen of the
lands.

When serfdom was abolished
in 1848, the "rst imperial
gamekeeper law came into e#ect.
!is meant that hunting was
opened up to ‘common people’
and hunting rights were granted
by the owner of the land.

Today, hunting has become
an accessible hobby for almost
anyone. Most hunters belong to
gamekeeper associations, which
usually rent the land they hunt
on. All hunters must have a valid
hunting licence (issued for an
inde"nite period after having

passed the gamekeeper licence
exam) as well as a hunting permit
granted by the owner of the
land. For foreigners, a hunting
licence can be issued for a period
of one,"ve or 30 days, or six or
12 months. Any applicant must
prove that he/she does not have
a criminal record as well as meet
the minimum age, and suchlike.
Alternatively, one can be a host
to a gamekeeper association or
to someone’s private property.
However, there is always the
need to have a valid hunting
licence and permit. When one is
shooting a ri$e, he/she must also
have a valid gun licence (group
C).

What can be
hunted and when?
!e hunting season is also set by

law.!e dates when hunters can
hunt certain animals are clearly
speci"ed.!ese were determined
based on the breeding cycles
of the animals in question.!e
amount of animals that can 
be hunted is determined on a 
yearly basis based on the local
populations (rules also stipulated 
by law). If they are too many in
number, their numbers must be
controlled and if they are too
few, they are protected.

Animals that can be legally
hunted are classi" ed into two
groups: furred and feathered
game. Some hunting methods
used in other countries are not 
allowed. For example, using a
crossbow or bow is prohibited.
Falconry is allowed, but only at
certain times of the year and for 
certain types of animals.

!e landlocked, Central European country of the Czech
Republic has a deep-lying hunting tradition and is a
Mecca for hunting purists from around the globe. Here,
GTW "nds out the key components that will ease your
path into this rich market.

Czech Rep.
Doing business with...

DOING BUSINESS WITH...

FACT FILE

Czech Republic
Capital: Prague
Continent: Europe
Of!cial Language: Czech
Area: 30,450 sq mi
Population: 10,513,209
(2012 estimate)
GDP (PPP): $295.9 billion
(2012 estimate)
Currency: Czech koruna
(CZK)
Time Zone: UTC+1,
Summer UTC+2
Internet Domain: .cz
Int. Dialing Code: +420

Geography: The landlocked
Czech landscape is quite
varied. Bohemia, to the west,
consists of a river basin,
drained by the Elbe and
Vltava rivers. It is surrounded
by mostly low mountains.
Moravia, the eastern part,
is also quite hilly and is
drained predominantly by
the Morava River, but also
contains the source of the
Oder River.

Climate: The Czech Republic
has a temperate continental
climate, with warm summers
and cold, cloudy and snowy
winters. The temperature
difference between summer
and winter is relatively
high, due to the landlocked
geographical position.
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GUN STATS

$96.9m
The annual value of small arms
and ammunition exports (US$)
as reported by Customs

$16.1m
The annual value of small arms
and ammunition imports (US$)
as reported by Customs

6.16%
Percentage of

registered !rearms
per population

632,000
The number of registered !rarms
in the Czech Republic

137,266
Number of privately owned ri"es
in the Czech Republic

9,654
Number of privately owned
shotguns in the Czech Republic

136,089
Number of privately owned
handguns in the Czech Republic

1.75%
Percentage of licensed
!rearm owners per

population

Pavel Kolebac
JSB Match Diabolo
My view of the gun business in the Czech Republic is quite in!uenced by my
career at one of the leading producers of high-quality airgun ammunition – the
JSB Match Diabolo company.
"e gun business in the Czech Republic has changed very much during the

last 25 years. It was in! uenced by the same factors as the Czech economy and
society. After a few decades of communistic government, when nothing was
available and everything was strictly regulated, we became an open economy
where all major brands are fully available with new rules for gun owners as well.
All changed again when we entered the EU, which brought even easier business
for both importers and exporters, but implication of the EU laws on the other
hand as well.

At the moment, the fastest growing market segment is the non-licence
product."ere are many items that are available without a gun licence, like
Flobert guns, airguns up to 16 joules, crossbows and bows, airsoft, self-defence
products and many others.

Going deeper into the airgun sector and following its development will
represent the development of the complete industry. Highest sales are still
reached with entry-level and middle-quality products at cheap prices. In my
world it would be the break-barrel and CO# guns with open optics and cheap
ammunition. However, there is an increasing community of customers in the
Czech Republic who can a$ord and are willing to spend more on their hobbies.
Such people are looking for good-quality springer or PCP ri!es that require
reasonable optics, good ammunition and all related accessories like bipods, gun
cases, clothing and so on."is trend is also applicable on other market segments.

Besides the large hunting community, the shooting sport has been very popular
as well. In the past, it was also thanks to the support of the government to the
shooting sport, which ended after the Velvet Revolution in 1989."ere was a
huge drop of attention for both government and the public for shooting sport
because it was connected with the former government. Luckily, this situation has
started to change positively, especially during the last 10 years. Shooting sports
now attract more and more people in both the traditional events and especially in
new modern ones as well (benchrest, FT, HFT, silhouette).

We really hope the future won’t bring more regulations to our business so that
airgun shooting will be easily accessible to all current and potential shooters, 
as it is now. We will focus our attention to keep up with the new trends on the
market and will continue to provide our customers with the best service possible.
Furthermore, we will try to teach the public that shooting is a great sport and
hobby for anybody.

THE VIEW OF A CZECH AMMUNITIONMANUFACTURER...
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THE CZECH SHOOTING TRADE –
A BREAKDOWN...
Gun Trade World has surveyed the Czech Republic
shooting trade to compile this invaluable,
comprehensive breakdown of the market.

POPULAR
SHOOTING STYLES

ISSF sport shooting
Hunting
HFT
Plinking
Self-defence and IPSC
Target-shooting sports

TOP BRANDS
Listed in no particular order

RIFLES
Ceska Zbrojovka

SHOTGUNS
Ceska Zbrojovka

AIR RIFLES
Gamo
Crosman
Umarex
Hatsan
Ceska Zbrojovka

SOFT-AIR
Warrior
ICS
G&G
G&P
BohemiaAir Soft

KNIVES
Miko

OPTICS
Meopta
Optisan
Hawke
Zeiss
Leupold

ANIMALS HUNTED

Pheasants
Ducks
Roes
Wild boar
Rabbits
Deer
Hares

MANUFACTURERS

Ceska Zbrojovka
Sellier Belot
Meopta
Drulov
JSB

TOP RETAIL/
CHAIN SHOPS

ArmsCZ
Ceska Zbrojovka
RWO
Next Company

TOPWHOLESALE/
SUPPLY COMPANIES

JGS
Kozap
Proarms
RWO
ArmsCZ
JGS
Bohemia Air Soft
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FEDERATIONS
&GROUPS

Czech Shooting Federation
Cesk! streleck! svaz, U Pergamenky 3
170 00 Praha 7 – Hole"ovice
T: +420 774 335 557
F: +420 220 876 797
E: shooting@shooting.cz
W: www.shooting.cz

Czech and Moravian Gamekeeper Union
Le"anská 1176 / 2a, 141 00 Praha 4
T: +420 221 592 961
W: www.cmmj.cz

Czech Archery Association
Zátopkova 100/2, 160 17 Praha 6
T: +420 242 429 220
E: sekretariat@czecharchery.cz
W: www.czecharchery.cz

Czech HFT Association
E: marta@!eldtarget.cz
W: www.!eldtarget.cz

Czech Benchrest Association
E: admin@benchrest.cz
W: www.benchrest.cz

IPSC CR
W: www.apscr.cz

Wooden hunters high seat
in rural Czech Republic.
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Based in Taiwan, ICS (or I
Chih Shivan Enterprise
in full), was founded in 

1983.
Starting out, ICS developed

and made toy airguns, gas 
pistols, dolls and various 
other toys. Sensing a shift in
consumer demand was at hand,
ICS’s founder and CEO Mr 
Chu entered the airsoft replica
market as early as 1995. Since
then, the market for airsoft
replica guns has boomed
worldwide.
!ree years on, in 1998,

the company was the very
first to focus on designing
and manufacturing AEGs in 
Taiwan. ICS was really quick
o" the mark as Tokyo Marui,
the Japanese manufacturer that 
invented the AEG concept, only
launched its fi rst such products
in 1992. Mr Chu’s company

was the third worldwide to o"er
AEGs.

With the rising popularity
worldwide of skirmish or war
games, the market for replica
airsoft AEG guns has never
been bigger. ICS was not only
one of the first companies to
ride the AEG wave, it has grown
to become one of the leading 
airsoft manufacturers on the 
global market.

Always improving
Still privately owned, ICS is
focused on manufacturing
extremely durable and innovative
airsoft guns and accessories. 
What’s more, its primary target
is to always keep improving.
!e company has highly

specialised development and
R&D teams who do make a
di"erence and have the patents
to prove it.!ey keep testing

and improving products based
on their wealth of knowledge
and experience in the fi eld.
!e majority of ICS sta"

have been working for the
company for more than five
years. As if that wasn’t enough,
on the weekends many of
them can be found on airsoft
battlefields.

What’s inside?
With a business dominated by
replicas of the real thing, the
exterior of an airsoft gun is quite
obvious. What matters most is the
inside that makes the AEG tick.

ICS describes the mechanics 
of its AEGs as “a symphony
composed by more than 400
parts requiring around 20 
di"erent precision machinery
processes.”

A great example of its 
innovative power is the split

www.guntradeworld.com
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Pioneering
airsoft around

the world
With more than 30 years of experience,Taiwanese airsoft

manufacturer ICS aims to o"er the best and most durable out-
of-the-box automatic electric guns (AEGs) on the market.
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gearbox. ICS airsoft guns feature
a split gearbox design in which
the upper gearbox (including
the cylinder and spring
assembly) disconnects from the
lower gearbox (containing the
actual gear assembly) for easy
maintenance, repair and virtually
limitless upgrades.!is feature
alone really makes a di"erence.

Battle proven
ICS airsoft guns have proven
themselves as being extremely
durable for fi eld use as well as
military and law enforcement
training exercises.

All of its AEG rifles are
authorised replicas and come in 
a handful of styles: MP5, M4,
AK, L85, Galil, PAR, Sig…
and, straight out of the Second 
World War, the M1 Garand and
the M3 ‘Grease Gun’.

Most of these have a full-
metal body and the renowned 
ICS metal gearbox. Most rifles
are upgradable, both for function
and look, from the point of view
of performance as well as being

able to mount a wide variety
of external upgrades including
optics, lasers, tactical lights, 
bipods and more.

Alongside a whole host 
of AEG rifles, ICS has one
non-electric gun in its line-up,
the MGL, a replica of a 40mm 
grenade launcher.

But it doesn’t just stop at
airsoft guns. ICS o" ers a wide
range of accessories and upgrade
parts ranging from gearboxes to
barrels, magazines, upgrade kits,
batteries and BB pellets.

The TransforM4
One of ICS’s most recent 
innovations is the all-new M4 
type rifle TransforM4. Starting
from scratch, an ICS R&D
team, headed by Mr Chu 
himself, spent the best part of
two years building and testing
an all-new M4 replica that not 
only is easy to maintain but
also capable of coping with 
the harshest of treatments. !e
result is the TransforM4.
!e heart of the new rifle

is ICS’ all-new split gearbox
design.!e new upper gearbox
is extremely durable, simple and
completely modular.
!e TransforM4 comes as

standard with an ICS POM-
reinforced piston, metal hop-up
unit and a reinforced pinion and
bevel gear via MIM process.
!ese enhancements make the
TransforM4 one of the most
durable out-of-the-box AEGs 
on the market.

Function and reliability tests
were performed in excess of
100,000 rounds without any
noticeable wear and tear on the 
gearbox.

What’s more, the selector
switch also releases the spring 
tension when moved to the
safe position – another feature
that will prolong the life of the 
TransforM4.

In addition, the UK1
handguard uses a keymod
system with the same
specifications as on real firearms.
Not only does this make the
handguard slim, elegant and 

lightweight but also completely
modular.
!e TMAG magazines

provide high, medium and
low-capacity choices while
featuring a BB capacity window.
!e TransforM4 is topped
o" with the all-new MTR
stock featuring six-position
adjustability and comfort.

Worldwide expansion
As a manufacturer, ICS’s main
focus is on innovation, product
quality and providing worldwide
service.
!at’s why it firmly believes

in closely working together
with independent local 
distributors. !e company now
has distributors in more than 
30 countries worldwide but is
constantly looking to expand its
business in new markets. 

ICS
T: +886 4 2525 6461
E: ics@icsbb.com
W: www.icsbb.com

GTW

ICS airsoft guns have proven
themselves as being extremely durable
for field use as well as military and law

enforcement training exercises.
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The new lines and 
exclusive geometry of
the Italyco over and

under shotgun are the results 
of very careful study and design
translated into beautiful fences
and action sides through the 
hands of very skilled craftsmen
and their tools.
!e beauty of the gun comes

from an artistic heritage that
has its roots in the Italian 
Renaissance and manifests 
itself as a perfect mix of design,
technology and traditions.
!e Italyco fully represents

the concept of “the antique 
of the future”, created and
employed by the Italian master
gun manufacturer Fausti to build
its fine guns.
!e Italyco is not only a

sporting over and under shotgun
for passionate shooters and
collectors, it is the embodiment 
of the renewed Italian concept
of beauty. It is a challenge set by
creativity and genius to a world
that is getting too global and 
standardised, taking beauty away
from any daily tool.

Options
!e Itaylco is available with both
boxlock and long, low-profile
side-plates.!e smooth-bore
version is built on a round-
body action and comes in all
traditional hunting calibres.
!e double rifle comes in the

most popular calibres for driven
hunting.!ese guns are 100 per
cent tailor-made and feature
custom stock dimensions and

specifications.
!e side-plated Italyco SLX is

one of the very few examples of
a round-body over and under in
Italy and, indeed, in the world.
It is a ‘must have’ for all those
shooters who want an object
with the “imprimatur”(o"cial
approval) of uniqueness.
!e harmony is in the lines

that flow in a refined synthesis of
classic and neoclassic, the latter
meaning a concerted e#ort of
a return to a true precision of
forms.

And it is indeed the perfection
of the round lines that connect
the metal of the action and the
wood of the stock in a seamless
continuum that characterises
both the non side-plated and the
side-plated Italyco.
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Italian gunmaker
unveils Italyco
over and under

Made in the same spirit as the weapons produced for Roman
gladiators, the solid yet elegant Italyco sporting over and under
is a tribute to Italian gunmaking traditions throughout the ages.

Left to right:
Barbara, Giovanna
and Elena Fausti.

Presentation of the
ITALYCO at Villa Baiana.
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!e Italyco fully represents the
concept of “the antique of the

future”, created and employed by
the Italian master gunmanufacturer

Fausti to build its fine guns.
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Correct selection
Both versions come with half 
pistol grip stocks fi tted with
ebony or steel caps – an old
tradition revived by Fausti. Only
the best blanks in extra select 
Turkish or Circassia walnut with
the right grain and contrasts of 
colour are turned into custom
stocks by hand, oil polished and 
finely checkered.

!e forend catch by itself
is a true example of the finest
gunmaking. And, finally, there
is the intentionally simple yet
elegant Bulino engraving entirely
done by hand and signed by
the artist, featuring the family
emblem.

!e Italyco can come either
in a coin finish or colour-case
hardened using the traditional
bone and charcoal technique.
!e marbling and the flames of
colours are so unpredictable to
help make each gun truly unique.

Barrels are of the utmost
importance in every fine gun and
so too in the Italyco.!e barrel
makers at Fausti build this model
with either fixed chokes or flush

Fausti srl
T: +39 030 8960217
E: info@faustiarms.com
W: www.faustiarms.com

GTW

choke tubes and a geometry
that allows for the best ballistic
performance certified for each gun.

!e absolute precision made
possible by the hi-tech CNC
milling machines employed at
Fausti is complemented by hand
skills and plenty of manual end
touches that give these guns their
unique soul.

!e wood to metal fit, for
instance, is still done with the
blue. Ejectors and selective single
trigger make for very practical
guns in all hunting and sporting
situation.

!e mechanism with its crisp
and accurate triggers and the
world-famous and patented Four
Locks system are the essence of
the gun and set them apart from
all other firearms on the market
today.

!e famous four locking points
substantially extend the life cycle
and overall reliability of this
model. Last but not least, a fine
gun like the Itaylco comes in a
beautiful custom case, designed
specifically for it.

!e Italyco is a sporting gun

of the highest intrinsic quality
designed to last over the years
and be a true investment for all
those who love fine guns and
appreciate their natural elegance.

Italian poet Ludovico Ariosto
once said that a weapon is
“not only a piece of metal two
arms long with powder and a
ball inside” but a current and
breathing example of the human
capacity to leave traces of their
times behind.

By sculpting forms, modelling
lines of arduous simplicity,
creating complex but functional
mechanisms that carry the noble
superiority of an intuition, a truth
is captured for just a second on
the steel and wood of a modern
and, at the same time, antique
gun.

Launch pad
To launch the new Italyco over
and under, the three Fausti
sisters – Giovanna, Barbara and
Elena – could not have chosen a
better place than Franciacorta, a
Brescian ‘terroir’ famous all over
the world for the production

of excellent wine and food that
make Italy so well appreciated
globally.

It was at Villa Baiana, a 17th-
century mansion located between
hills and vineyards, that Italyco
was unveiled with great success
and appreciation to the Italian
press.

!e new gun incorporates in
its name the specific desire to
witness once again the excellence
of a product designed and
manufactured in Italy by highly
skilled master craftsmen, who
have stored away of centuries
of history and tradition of
gunmaking.

Italyco is a new and exciting
challenge to the future launched
by Fausti, with the name
invoking the highest quality and
elegance combined in a shotgun,
all designed to leave an important
mark in the recent history of the
modern fine guns.
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Want your products
to be seen by buyers
around the world…

FREE of charge?!en
these pages are for you!
Contact editor in chief,

JohnHunter.

JOHNHUNTER
Editor in chief

T: +44 1327 315412
E: john@dhpub.co.uk

Send your product and a short
description to:GunTradeWorld,
1Whittle Close,Drayton Fields,

Daventry,NorthantsNN11 8RQ,UK

ISSC
SPA 22/17 Straight Pull Action Ri!e

This offering fromAustrian supplier
ISSC Handels boasts a high-precision
barrel made in Germany, an adjustable
trigger, a 10-round magazine,manual
safety and an integrated dovetail for
scopes.AdditionalWeaver rails are also
available.
Using the SPA (Straight Pull Action)

system, this ri!e comes in a choice of
synthetic or wooden stocks in three
calibres – .17HMR, .22LR and .22
Magnum.

ISSC Handels GmbH
T: +43 7750/38 426
E: of"ce@issc.at
W: www.issc.at

Rivers Edge Products
Bullet And Shotshell Flashlights

Answering dealers’ requests for more
low-cost, good-margin, "rearm-related
impulse-sales items, Rivers Edge now
has four bullet-related LED !ashlight
counter-top displays.
Choices include the Mini Bullet

(#898) and a regular-size Bullet
(#915) aluminium LED !ash lights
in assorted colours, the Giant Bullet
large-calibre aluminium ri!e cartridge
(#899), and the #917 Shot Shell LED
Flashlight.
All come with batteries included, in

colourful counter-top displays.

Rivers Edge Products
T: +1 636 629 730
W: www.riversedgeproducts.com

Pachmayr
Ultimate Gunsmith Tool Kit

The all-in-one kit, aimed at both
professionals and those who do their
own maintenance, features Pachmayr’s
extra-strong, "xed-blade screwdrivers
with their unique Torq Grip handles.
The driver shafts are made from

tough, durable S2 tool steel and have
hollow-ground,magnetised tips.
In addition, the kit includes a full

assortment of standard punches, roll-
pin punches, as well as a brass drift
punch, a centre punch and the Brass
Tapper hammer.This hammer boasts
interchangeable nylon, brass and steel
heads to cover a full range of jobs.
To complete the kit, a 277-piece

screw kit is also included.

Lyman Products
T: +1 860 632 2020
W: www.lymanproducts.com
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Whatever you‘re aiming at,
we are with you!

Piledriver

Sniper Magnum Baracuda Hunter Extreme

Hornet

Sniper Light

Grizzly

H&N features the broadest range
of hunting pellets for small and medium
game, game birds and small predators.

View the whole range at www.hn-sport.de
 Like us on www.facebook.com/HNsportDe

new

new new

new

IWA 2015
Please vis

it us

at booth 2
08

Hall 7A
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Alan Paine
Compton Unisex Cap

Designed to complement British
country-clothing manufacturer Alan
Paine’s popular range of Compton
tweed apparel, this has a pure-
wool tweed outer an is offered in
three colours – sea green, fern and
landscape.
The !rm caters for most sizes of

wearer, offering a selection from S to
XXXL.

Alan Paine
T: +44 1623 522571
E: sales@alanpaine.co.uk
W: www.alanpaine.co.uk

Airforceone
.25 Calibre Trophy Pistol

When the AirForceOne Trophy air-pistol
range was introduced last year it
became an instant success, and now
there is a .25-calibre version available.
Responding to demand, the brand

has unveiled the Trophy SixThreeFive,
with its powerful power plant able
to produce velocities of 350fps with
muzzle energy in excess of 5ft-lb
despite having to propel the much
heavier ammo.
Meanwhile, the pistol’s grips on all

models have been upgraded to feature
laser-engraved chequering, set off with
a discreet and subtle ‘T for Trophy’ at
the base.The wood is then !nished
with a lustrous deep walnut stain.

The Shooting Party
T: +44 1543 480 361
E:mike@the-shooting-party.co.uk

Bering Optics
Headgear

The hard-hat-designed headgear
is compatible with popular GoPro
cameras as well as other action
cameras, where it is mounted in a
headlamp-like position.
The headgear comes in universal,

one size !ts all, featuring a dial-!t
mechanism.To allow a quick setup
and ease of operation, there is a
quick-release mounting socket and
"ip-up/"ip-down capability. It weighs
188g and comes with friction-resistant
padding,making it suitable for
prolonged wear.

Bering Optics
E: sales@beringoptics.com
W: www.beringoptics.com

Katz Knives
Kagemusha NJ35 BlondeAsh

This liner lock NJ-35/BA model
features natural blonde ash scales
and an all-purpose 3#in blade, with
a !rst-in-the-industry design that Katz
calls a Ninja point.
The $/8in (3.35mm) blade

thickness provides added strength,
while the XT80 steel is rated 58-59 on
the Rockwell ‘C’ scale.
The folding knife not only looks

good but works like a precision Swiss
watch.With a hollow-ground blade, it
features recessed scales and opens
and closes very smoothly without
effort.
The one-hand opener can be

removed if desired. Opened, the overall
length is eight inches and it weighs
4.7oz.

Katz Knives
W: www.katzknives.com
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Sales enquiries
+44 (0) 1623 522573

sales@alanpaine.co.uk

WELCOMETO
OURCOUNTRY

The Compton Collection

Visit us at BETA on stand Q7.1
& IWA stand 4-506
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!e Desert Eagle is already an iconic gun, but nowMagnum Research
is taking it to the next level with a bronze look on some models.
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The manufacturing ingenuity behind 
USA-based Magnum Research, Inc
(MRI) has been turning heads for 
decades.

The iconic Desert Eagle has 
been featured on the ‘silver screen’, 
TV and video games but now MRI 
has made it even sexier with the
introduction of the Mark XIX Desert
Eagle .50AE and .44 Magnum, in
a new high-temperature ceramic 
Cerakote coating called Burnt 
Bronze.

Frank Harris, vice-president of 
sales and marketing, said: “We
took our most popular and iconic

handgun, the Desert Eagle, and 
gave it a commanding new look.

“The Desert Eagle has always 
been considered a bit of a muscle
gun but, now, with the Burnt
Bronze Cerakote coating, it brings
‘intimidating’ to an entirely new
level.”

The Cerakote coating is a multi-
step process, which results in a
high temperature ceramic coating
that holds up well under normal 
use. The Burnt Bronze model has
attractive black appointments, 
which give the pistol even more
appeal.

The Mark XIX Desert Eagle .50 AE 
is a gas-operated, semi-automatic 
pistol with a seven-round capacity
in .50AE and eight-round capacity
in .44 Magnum.

It is 10.75 inches long with a
6in barrel, or 14.75 inches with a 
10in barrel available in black as
an aftermarket item. With an empty
magazine it weighs around 72oz, 
with a trigger reach of 2.75 inches 
and a sight radius of 8.5 inches
with the 6in barrel.

The construction of the Mark 
XIX Desert Eagle uses the latest 
CNC machine technology providing 

exacting speci!cations with tight
tolerances, creating a work of art in 
a precision !rearm.

The grip is anatomically formed 
and provides an ideal hand-seating 
angle for two-handed shooting,
allowing for comfortable, rapid and 
accurate !ring.

The Weaver style accessory rail
easily allows for aftermarket optics 
and scope rings.

Magnum Research Inc
T: +1 508 795 3919
W: www.magnumresearch.com

Magnum Research goes
bronze with Desert Eagle
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HUNTING AND SHOOTING
ACCESSORIES

MANUFACTURING AND
WHOLESALE DISTRIBUTION

If you import products from China you may have 
encountered the complexities of negotiation and 
supply-chain issues when buying direct from Chinese 
factories. TLS Trading is very different. We are a
western-style business in Asia. We understand western
business so buying from us is simple and our terms 
are straightforward.are straightforward.

VISIT OUR WEBSITE TO SEE
THE FULL PRODUCT RANGE

WWW.TLSTRADINGHK.COM

When it comes to your
protection, trust nothing but

the quality of the TLR-1 family.
The standard TLR-1 gives you the

ultimate balance of brightness, reach,
and runtime. Mount on the ultra-wide

630 lumen beam with our TLR-1 HL when
you need to fill the scene with light.

Or when you need a beam that slices
deep into the darkness and provides
significant peripheral light, the 775
lumen TLR-1® HPL™ gives you a 438

meter beam with 2x the hot spot.

FIND WHATEVER YOU’RE LOOKING FOR.

©2015 STREAMLIGHT, INC.

FIND WHATEVER YOU’RE LOOKING FOR.
THE TLR-1® FAMILY OF BEAM OPTIONS

CONNECT WITH US WWW.STREAMLIGHT.COM | 01-610-631-0600

TLR-1® HPL™

300 LUMENS
219 METER BEAM

775 LUMENS
438 METER BEAM

TLR-1®

630 LUMENS
219 METER BEAM

TLR-1® HL®

775 LUMENS
438 METER BEAM775 LUMENS
438 METER BEAM

NEW
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Unveiled for the first time at SHOT Show 2015, Firefield’s Close Combat
1-4x24 riflescope is both highly technical and incredibly versatile,making it a
‘must-have’whatever your interest.
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In today’s market, versatility and
!exibility is everything. Buying
a quality ri!escope is a big
investment so you want to be sure
you can use it in the largest number
of situations possible.

From big-game hunts to three-
gun competitions and close-quarter 
battle situations, the versatile 
Fire"eld Close Combat 1-4x24
ri!escope has been engineered
for a wide range of shooting 
applications.

Its variable magni" cation helps

you get dialled in for precision
accuracy at any distance. The
scope’s true 1x power provides
both-eyes-open viewing, while the
4x optical system homes in on
longer-range objects.

The ri!escope offers fully multi-
coated optics with a red or green 
illuminated Mil-Dot reticle and
#in click MOA adjustment, making 
it ideal for tactical shooting and
range"nding.

Shooters can also use the Mil-
Dot reticle as a hold-over for bullet

drop compensation or windage
correction.

Easy-grip, open windage and 
elevation turrets on the top and
side of the scope allow the shooter 
to quickly "ne-tune the reticle for
even greater accuracy.

As if that wasn’t enough, its
compact and weatherproof, 
fogproof, shockproof frame are 
all designed to ensure maximum 
portability and durability for a 
lifetime of use.

Perhaps that’s not surprising,

given that Fire" eld produces
accessories for extreme shooting
sports, AR-15s, shotguns and
pistols, which are designed for
the next generation shooter and 
serious gun enthusiast. Fire"eld
concentrates on providing products 
for fast-paced situations.

Fire"eld
T: + 1 817 225 0310
E: info@!re-!eld.com
W: www.!re-!eld.com

Firefield debuts Close
Combat scope

MAKING CONTACT
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!e success of the Lansky/Mikkel WillumsenWorld Legal knife in
2014 has given birth to another addition to this category:!e Madrock.
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The Madrock is a quality slip-joint 
knife that can be carried just about 
anywhere in the world and boasts
design features beyond the original
World Legal knife.

A few of the upgraded features 
include: the same blade length,
yet with a shorter overall length
and reduced weight of almost 2oz 
for an enhanced everyday carry
experience; an inwardly curving 
blade; a low-pro! le deep pocket
clip and a tactile rubberised grip 
that resists slipping even when wet.

In 2014 Lansky began its 
collaboration with Danish custom
knife maker Mikkel Willumsen by
introducing three of Mikkel’s original
Urban Tactical knife designs.

The World Legal knife has been

by far the most successful of this
collaboration, based on both 
worldwide sales numbers and
positive customer feedback.

Lansky Sharpeners intends to
continue adding to its World Legal
slip-joint knife series by adhering 
to its original aim: make great, 
affordable knives that anyone
can carry in as many countries as
possible.

Denmark’s knife laws are fairly 
restrictive, which was the impetus
for Mikkel to design one that could 
be carried not only in his native
country but in other countries or 
jurisdictions where knife laws are 
quite stringent.

Denmark does not allow blade 
locks, assists or one-handed

opening. The new Madrock World
Legal knife follows these guidelines 
with stylish durability.

With a 6"in overall length and
a 2"in 9Cr18MoV blade, the
Madrock is a knife that can be
legally carried in most countries 
(be sure to check with the relevant
authorities before purchasing,
though).

It has a two-position, low-pro! le
deep pocket clip for right or left-
handed carry and a comfortable
nylon handle with slip-resistant
rubber grip.

The knife is available in a clam
pack (LKN444), or in a collector’s
box (BXKN444).

Mikkel gained notoriety 
worldwide for his innovative and

gritty Urban Tactical designs.
Based in a repurposed factory in 
Copenhagen, Denmark, Mikkel has 
been designing and producing 
custom-made knives for over 10
years, specialising in high-quality
folders and !xed blades.

By bringing his talents and 
experience to Lansky, you can
expect the functionally modern
aesthetics that de!ne his work,
combined with Lansky Sharpeners’ 
unwavering dedication to quality.

Lansky Sharpeners
T: +1 716 877 7511
E: customerservice@lansky.com
W: www.lansky.com

Success encourages
Lanksy’s Madrock knife
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Leapers found the name True Huntress very fitting for its
new female-oriented product line, as it takes some of the
same design mentalities that made its True Hunter line of
scopes so well renowned.
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“We chose rugged materials and
painstakingly perfected features 
to meet real-life demands with 
dependable performance,” said
the Leapers team about its new
True Huntress range.

Designed for the outdoors,
styled for women and tailored to 
the adventure at hand, the new
adjustable-!t Leapers UTG True
Huntress sporting vest and series 
of products are sure to meet the
needs of female shooting sports 
enthusiasts and outdoor seekers 
alike.

Factors branching from
ergonomics, versatility, and
durability were all considered and 
sought from concept to delivery,
resulting in a vest ready for a 
multitude of different applications 
such as trap and skeet, IDPA,
hunting, hiking, !shing and more.

The simplistic symmetrical 
layout of the vest provides
an ease-of-use advantage
and promotes a user-friendly
orientation of both internal 
and external pockets and 
compartments.

The quality is in the details. 
These include the dual 
horizontally hidden body pockets 
with hook-loop closures ideal for
concealing small-frame automatic 
handguns or revolvers, zippered
chest pockets for miscellaneous 
personal items, and zippered

waist pockets ideal for storing 
shotgun shells. Along the sides
are adjustable pull cords allowing 
the vest to hug the natural 
curvature of the female body
to !t small, medium or large
body types. Lining the insides 
of the vest are zippered internal 
mesh admin pockets, two with 
headphone jack compatible ports 
and keepers. Additional features
include a large, ambidextrously
accessible back pocket with 
zippered bottom for easy storage
and disposal, ideal for spent 
shotgun shells.

Regardless of the many
different applications Leaper’s
customers will ! nd for this
vest, they can remain con!dent
knowing the incorporated 
features, ample pocket space, 
stylish !t, ergonomic access and
security were all meticulously 
evaluated and precisely executed.
The True Huntress sporting vest
is the !rst in a series to come,
including gun cases, bags and 
packs, in fresh new colours and 
fashionable styling, so ladies can
now also enjoy some of the !nest
products that Leapers UTG has 
to offer.

Leapers
T: +1 734 542 1500
W: www.leapers.com 

Become a
True Huntress
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Compact and easy to use, the Siege AA lantern
is sure to find favour with many outdoorsmen
and women for their lighting needs.
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This streamlined, compact version 
of The Siege lantern is a cordless 
LED light that uses easily sourced
AA alkaline batteries and is ideal
for a wide variety of outdoor, safety,
and do-it-yourself applications.

Weighing about half a pound, it
is also easy to carry and store.

The Siege AA features one
white C4 LED and two red LEDs to
provide ! ve output modes.

Its polycarbonate, glare-reducing 
globe cover makes it comfortable
to use in close quarters without 
impacting vision, providing 360 
degrees of soft, even light.

With the cover removed, the
lantern can also be used to 
illuminate large areas, either by
standing it upright or hanging
it upside down using the light’s
bottom D ring for easy attachment.

The lantern will " oat when its
globe cover is in place.

Streamlight’s vice-president, 
sales and marketing, Michael F
Dineen, explained: “We designed
the Siege AA to give outdoor
enthusiasts, professionals and
consumers an even more compact
and lightweight lantern option.

“It offers all the functionality
of the original Siege lantern
for camping or hunting trips,
performing jobs around the house, 
or for when the power goes out.”

It uses three AA cell alkaline
batteries while its white LED 
features high, medium, low and off 
output modes, while its red LEDs

provide high, SOS and off settings.
 Users can easily change the 

light-beam colour or output modes
by depressing and holding the on/
off button for short sequences. The
recessed power button prevents
users from turning the light on or off 
accidentally.

With the cover removed, the
white C4 LED delivers 200 lumens
(high), 100 lumens (medium) or 50
lumens (low).

Run times for the white LED are 
from seven hours (high) to 37 hours
(low); the red LEDs run for eight 
days on high and the SOS mode
provides 12 days of run time.

A battery indicator in the on/
off button changes from green to 
yellow to red, and then to "ashing
red when the batteries are at the 
end of their useable life. Battery
replacement is made simple by
the light’s centre post, which helps
orient the battery cover correctly
every time.

It is IPX7 rated for waterproof
operation to one metre, and is
impact-resistance tested to two
metres. The D ring on the bottom
is spring-loaded to fold out of
the way when not in use, while
an ergonomic handle makes 
the lantern easy to carry and is
designed to hook on any horizontal 
edge or bar.

Streamlight
T: +1 800 523 7488
W: www.streamlight.com

Streamlight
Siege AA Lantern
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Manufacturers and Wholesalers

ADVERTISE HERE FROM ONLY £50/!60/$70 PER MONTH

Successful brands for your business

Visit our retailer portal and sign in
www.waffen-ferkinghoff.com/business
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TOMORROW’S TECHNOLOGY TODAY BY L J CAMMELL (MERSEYSIDE) LTD

THE NEW PROTON FAMILY LEAD-FREE DIABOLO

•• LEAD FREE • HARD-HITTING PELLETS
• ROCKET MATERIAL • NON-TOXIC

FireballTungsten Zinc

4.5mm / 5.5mm
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FOR USA & CANADA Contact: Bart Manganiello 
Tel: +1 914 722 7601 bartalm@optonline.net

FOR REST OF THE WORLD Contact: Mark Peacock
Tel: +44 7963 956221 mark.peacock@dhpub.co.uk

WANT TO ADVERTISE?

Find out how GTW can help you!

The ONLY B2B magazine
for the global gun trade

Over 10,000 copies
to 125 Countries
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It is certainly unnecessary as a 
matter of English law that a
distributorship agreement has to be 

in writing. Equally, such an agreement
can come into existence by stealth
and result in you not only having a
distributor but also facing a claim for 
damages in a foreign court.

Essentially, this is what happened
in a recent case considered by the 
European Court. A French supplier
and a Belgian reseller had enjoyed
a 10-year relationship. Orders were
placed with the French supplier and
the goods were supplied in France
before being resold by the Belgian
reseller in Belgium.
!e reseller adopted the French

supplier’s brand name, created a .be
website using part of that name and
advertised in the French supplier’s
magazine. So far, so good…

But then the French supplier told
the Belgian company that it was 
appointing another Belgian "rm as
its exclusive distributor. As a result,
the reseller would have to place orders 
with the newly appointed exclusive
distributor.!e Belgian reseller sued
for damages for the termination of its
distributorship agreement.

Belgian law protects distributors 
while French law less so. In view of
this, and given the location of the 
reseller, it was unsurprising that the
action was commenced in the Belgian
courts.

It was equally unsurprising that the

French supplier should seek to try
and avoid liability by arguing that the 
Belgian courts were not the right place
to hear the claim.
!e French supplier’s argument

was that the contract with the Belgian
purchaser was simply one for the sale
of goods. As such, as a matter of EU
law, the action had to be brought in
the French courts.

In contrast, the Belgian reseller
argued that the relationship between
it and the French supplier was for
distributorship which involved
the provision of services so, under
the same EU law, a claim could be
brought against the French supplier in
the Belgian courts.
!e agreement was unwritten.!e

formalities of the relationship were
minimal outside of the placing of
orders and the issuing of invoices.

In particular, there was no
statement as to whether the
relationship was governed by French
or Belgian law. Nor was there any

COMMENT – Stephen Sidkin

statement as to which court should
hear any dispute.
!e European Court decided that

a typical distributorship agreement is
a framework agreement providing for
the supply and provision of goods for
a period of time and including speci"c
contractual provisions in respect of the
distribution of the goods supplied by
the supplier.

A distributor is involved in
increasing distribution of goods,
particularly by marketing them.
Consequently, the distributor o#ers its
customers services and bene"ts that a
simple reseller could not.
!is resulted in economic bene"t to

the distributor, giving it a competitive
advantage in terms of knowing that
either it or a few others were the only
ones able to sell the goods.
!e European Court also thought it

likely that in this type of relationship
the distributor would have access to
advertising, training and payment
facilities that would not be available in
a simple purchase for resale situation.

Given that a distributorship
agreement can come into existence
without formality and, as a
consequence, result in the distributor
enjoying the protection of the law, it is
important for brands to be clear as to
their commercial objectives.

If a brand cannot make up its mind
as to what it wants from the reseller, it
may "nd that sitting on the fence can
be costly! GTW

Straight Shooting
Stephen Sidkin,partner at UK law "rm Fox Williams LLP,
says that "nding you have an unexpected distributor can be a
costly a#air.

Stephen Sidkin is a partner in Fox Williams
LLP, a UK law !rm.
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